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Abstract

Effectively performing strategic balance sheet management is a diffi-
cult challenge for many banks, given the fact that new stronger regula-
tory constraints, under the name of Basel III, are soon to be introduced.
Besides the regulatory constraints, bank’s need to keep their strategic
goals, risk profile, managerial constraints and exogenous influences
into account as well. Trial and error approaches are sub-optimal, there-
fore banks need reliable quantitative risk management models and
tools that can serve as decision support systems.

Taking the current balance sheet, the banks risk profile, strategy and
other preferences and properties as a starting point, this report gradu-
ally presents a modeling framework for bank balance sheet optimiza-
tion under Basel III. A thorough explanation of all the components of
the model and a scientific reasoning for the choices and assumptions
made is included. The report explains why the approach that is pre-
sented is a very effective way of strategic balance sheet management,
especially in the current uncertain economic times.

The results of the report show that the applied methodology can re-
sult in a solution for banks on how to optimally compose their balance
sheet, given their strategy, risk profile and other preferences. They
show how a bank can achieve a higher profitability and become and
remain Basel III compliant throughout the whole phase-in period by
solely modifying its balance sheet slightly. Besides that, some other
smart ways of how banks can prepare themselves for Basel III are pre-
sented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Business Analytics

Business Analytics (BA)1 is a multidisciplinary programme that con-
sists of mathematics, computer science and business knowledge. The
programme provides the student with expertise from these three fields,
in order to be able to analytically approach problems and finding ap-
propriate solutions for them. The diversity of the programme ensures
that the BA student is equipped with skills from many areas that can
be combined in a smart way to find a way how to optimally perform
processes within companies. Many different optimization methods
are treated throughout the five year research master. Because of the
fact that the programme is set up very pragmatic, the student works
on a lot of projects and cases. This gives the student the opportunity
to apply the theoretical knowledge learned on real-life practical prob-
lems that firms deal with. The six month internship at the end of the
programme is the final part of the BA Master. This is a project to be
carried out within a business, industry or research facility other than
the department of Mathematics and Computer Science. The Business
Analytics internship fits in one of the specializations: Optimization of
Business Processes, Computational Intelligence or Financial Risk Man-
agement. This report describes the work carried out during the intern-
ship, and presents the results.

1In the school year 2011-2012 the name of the programme was changed from "Business Mathematics
and Informatics (BMI)" into "Business Analytics (BA)".
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1.2. ERNST & YOUNG CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Ernst & Young

Ernst & Young is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction, ad-
visory services and strategic growth markets. Ernst & Young aims to
have a positive impact on businesses and markets, as well as on society
as a whole. Ernst & Young is a globally recognized leader in knowl-
edge management. They invest in developing processes and systems
for their people to create, share and reuse our intellectual capital on
a global scale, enabling them to efficiently deliver the most relevant
insights for companies and financial institutions.

The department where the research was undertaken is called the Fi-
nancial Services Risk2 department. FS Risk offers strategic and op-
erational services that help clients assess, improve and monitor their
systems of internal controls. FS risk has deep experience in credit, mar-
ket and operational risk; process risk and controls; quantitative analy-
sis; regulatory compliance and corporate treasury – and the breadth of
core skills to help clients assess their options, improve their operations
and manage their risk as an enterprise-wide discipline.

The main subject of the report can best be placed under the work that is
performed by the Quantitative Advisory Services (QAS) team, which
is part of the FS Risk department. The FS Risk Quantitative Advi-
sory Services (QAS) Team provides financial and risk modeling ser-
vices to a diverse client portfolio primarily operating in the Financial
Services Industry - essentially modeling for banks, insurers and asset
managers. The main services are:

• Valuations: asset pools, financial instruments, derivatives and struc-
tured products.

• Credit risk: portfolio and loss forecasting, stress-testing, impair-
ment, capital and Basel II IRB modeling (build and validation).

• Market risk: VaR, stress-testing, portfolio management and risk
analytics.

• Operational risk: data and scenario driven operational risk mod-
eling powered by our internal modeling framework.

• ALM: banking, asset management and insurance.
2From now on: FS Risk.
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1.3. THE PROBLEM CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 The problem

Banks are financial institutions that are dealing with a lot of risk. There-
fore risk management is a vital activity that helps banks maintain-
ing adequate amounts of capital and liquidity, together with liabilities
that stay within limits. To make sure banks remain reliable factors for
customers, governments and other involved parties, global regulatory
standards have been developed. The most current one is called Basel
III, that was developed in a response to the deficiencies in financial
regulation revealed by the global financial crisis. It is the successor of
Basel II. In this accord, many restrictions are included that strengthen
bank capital requirements. Since banks are very important financial
institutions in our society, it is of big importance to come up with
good ideas to how to deal with the gradually strengthening regula-
tions. Also the development of models and decision support tools is
very relevant. Especially in these economically uncertain times, banks
need to base their decisions on reliable research and tools, because
small mistakes or wrong risk estimations can lead to severe financial
problems. On a more specific level; banks are in great uncertainty on
how to make sure that they will be able to live up to all the new strict
regulations of Basel III that will be implemented from 2013 to 2019,
while still maximizing their profits.

As described in the previous section, banks are strongly seeking advice
on how to deal with the strict upcoming Basel III regulations. This is
the reason why it is of great importance to understand the new stan-
dards that Basel III introduces in the best possible way, to be able to
come up with ideas that describe how a bank should perform. There
is a need for models and tools that help to support decisions that have
to be taken by banks. Therefore research on bank balance optimization
under Basel III is a very necessary business. So the subject of the in-
ternship is a very topical matter that needs to be addressed right now.
This statement is strengthened by the fact that there is not too much
material on this topic available yet. This is mainly due to that it is still
very new and the starting date of implementation of the regulations is
more than a year ahead from now. But if banks want to be able to meet
the restrictions of Basel III in 2013, they will need to start taking mea-
sures now. So the outcome of the research will be very useful, since
it will provide better understanding on how a bank needs to compose
its balance sheet to meet the Basel III restrictions, while maintaining
profitable.
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1.4. LITERATURE OVERVIEW CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The main research question is:

Problem. “How can a bank optimally compose its balance sheet in or-
der to maximize its profit, while meeting all restrictions that the Basel
III accord brings along?”.

The answer of this question is not a single line of text, it is a much
more complex problem that exists of many sub questions and needs
to be analyzed thoroughly. A few important sub problems could be
formulated as follows:

• Are we satisfied with our current risk profile or do we need to
apply a level of conservatism?

• What factors are of (big) influence on our performance?
• Which balance sheet (BS) positions do we have to expand, and

which do we have to reduce?
• How much capital should we hold to be prepared for unforeseen

events?

During the research, a model was developed, which is a representa-
tion of a bank’s functioning, a close approximation of reality. As re-
gards the scope of the research problem; the focus will be on a non-
investment retail bank. This report describes what consequences the
Basel III accord will have, how these consequences translate into fac-
tual information that touches a bank’s operating, and how this formal-
ization process looks like. The report also shows in what way a bank
should react to the upcoming stricter rules, to be able to meet all legal
demands in the future while maximizing their profit. Another part of
the problem is: “How should a specific bank optimally compose its BS
positions to maximize profits under Basel III?” The user-friendly de-
cision support tool that was developed allows users to input the data
and properties of a bank, choose a risk profile, a tax & dividend policy,
a starting optimization date and more, in order to optimize the balance
sheet of that specific bank.

1.4 Literature overview

In this part, an overview is given of related work on the subject of this
report. As it is not convenient to collect all literature references in one
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1.4. LITERATURE OVERVIEW CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

section, most references in this report are included in the section that
touches the referring work as closely as possible. In this part, we will
focus on some relevant work in order to place this report in the right
context and to show how it fits in the total field of study performed on
this topic. The work referred to in this section is also a good starting
point for the rest of the thesis, to gain better understanding of the mat-
ter and thereby being able to read through this report more smoothly.

As mentioned earlier in the report, not too many studies have been
performed on balance sheet optimization under Basel III/CRD IV3.
The main reason for this is that it is a very topical matter that has not
yet been totally addressed by most banks. Therefore there is a lot of
uncertainty on this subject which causes the need for more informa-
tion on this subject. Some papers/reports have been written on this or
related subjects though.

A very interesting topical work that concerns a subject that is very re-
lated to the one discussed in this report was written by Pokutta and
Schmaltz [15]. In this paper, a modeling framework for banks’ busi-
ness planning under Basel III is provided. In this paper, the effect
of Basel III on the banks’ product mix for a simplified, deterministic
two-product case is analyzed. In what follows, they generalize the
model by incorporating parameter uncertainty, adjustment cost, mul-
tiple time steps and products. This paper is interesting if one is in-
terested to gain more understanding of the graduate process of bank
modeling. Step by step more complexities and assumptions are added
to the model, which gives good understanding of the influence of the
individual factors.

A more general paper on the modeling of ’the banking firm’ that also
assesses the understanding of the banking firm’s optimal behavior was
written by Santomero [17]. This paper is somewhat outdated, but nev-
ertheless a very important paper in the banking sector, that has been
proven very valuable for further research. It also discusses two hun-
dred contributions on the subject of bank behavior, and therefore gives
a good overview of what has been written on this subject over the past
decade.

For a better understanding of why strategic balance sheet management
is crucial for banks, we refer the reader to a paper by Kretzschmar
[12]. The paper discusses how a fully integrated risk analysis based on

3CRD IV is the EU implementation of Basel III and applies to banks and investment firms.
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1.5. REPORT OUTLINE CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the balance sheet of a representative Eurobank using an economic sce-
nario generation model calibrated to conditions at the end of 2007 was
implemented. The results suggest that the more modular, correlation-
based approaches to economic capital that currently dominate practice
will lead to an under-capitalization of banks. To this paper, we refer
the reader that seeks more understanding of the graduate growth of
stronger legislation needs in the banking sector, which relates to the
introduction of Basel III.

A last reference that would be useful to consult before continuing with
this report is a journal that discusses why banks hold capital in excess
of regulatory requirements in relation to market discipline [7]. The
literary works mentioned so far give a good starting point for the rest
of this paper, but are definitely not the only publications on this and
related subjects. More references to literature studies can be found
throughout the different chapters of this report, in order to place them
closer to the discussed matter of relevance.

1.5 Report outline

In this section, the structure of the report is described. Chapter two
discusses the Basel framework. The chapter starts with a short in-
troduction on the BIS4, followed by a description of Basel I, Basel II
and Basel III. Also, the most important differences between Basel III
and Basel II are highlighted, which are most relevant for this report.
Chapter three treats the modeling process of the balance sheet, includ-
ing an explanation on how the risk profile is modeled. This chapter
also explains how the model accounts for uncertain volatile parame-
ters affecting a bank’s performance and shows how the formalization
of the most important Basel constraints looks like. Another thing that
is treated in chapter three is the description of the customizability of
the model. Then, chapter four is dedicated to a thorough description
of the optimization techniques that are used to come to an optimal bal-
ance sheet. Questions like why the used techniques are the most ap-
propriate ones for the problem are answered here by the use of textual
and visual explanations. Chapter five summarizes the most important
results of the research, and explains how these results should be inter-
preted to make them useful for banks capital performance teams. This

4Bank for International Settlements, serves (central) banks in their pursuit of monetary and financial
stability, fosters international cooperation in those areas and acts as a bank for central banks.
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1.5. REPORT OUTLINE CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

chapter also includes a few scenarios that are built in to the tool. This
will provide better understanding of the impact of certain scenarios
on the optimal balance sheet (i.e. which ratio’s are affected by what
kind of unexpected event). The conclusion (chapter six) summarizes
the most important findings of the research, and talk about what kind
of further work might be interesting to undertake, and in what way
the tool could be tweaked to become even more powerful.
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Chapter 2

Basel Framework

2.1 About the BIS

The Bank for International Settlements is an organization based in
Basel, established in 1930, and is not accountable to any government.

Definition. The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) is an inter-
governmental organization of central banks which fosters international
monetary and financial cooperation and serves as a bank for central
banks.

Despite existing regulations issued by the BIS, many banks were in
trouble during the crisis in the seventies. Therefore in 1974 the BIS,
through the hands of central banks of 10 countries, established a com-
mittee with the aim of producing new guidelines to improve the capi-
tal positions of banks.

Because the meetings take place in Basel, where the secretariat is estab-
lished, this committee is known as the Basel Committee. The official
name reads: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS).

Definition. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) is a
committee of banking supervisory authorities that was established by
the central bank governors of the Group of Ten countries.

20



2.1. ABOUT THE BIS CHAPTER 2. BASEL FRAMEWORK

The BCBS provides a forum for regular cooperation on banking super-
visory matters. Its objective is to enhance understanding of key super-
visory issues and improve the quality of banking supervision world-
wide. The Committee also frames guidelines and standards in differ-
ent areas. The work is not carried out in Basel only. Subcommittees
carry out the tasks of the BIS. It does not provide any services to re-
tail clients, only for central banks or other international organizations.
The BIS provides the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)
with its seventeen-member secretariat. The committee meets every 3
to 4 months. BCBS provides recommendations to both the managers
and the supervisors of the banks.

The recommendations are not binding. They are just standards or best
practices formulated that can be adopted and implemented by indi-
vidual authorities. Also the exact interpretation may be adjusted by
the local authorities to suit the specific national situation. But facts
learn us that these recommendations are often taken very seriously by
local authorities, which is supported by the fact that binding regula-
tions are imposed on banks. In (most of) Europe, these binding capital
rules come in the form of the earlier mentioned CRD IV, which is the
EU implementation of Basel III and applies to banks and investment
firms.

The BIS is therefore a very important organization for banks, since it
regulates capital adequacy and encourages reserves transparency with
as goal to create and maintain a financial safety net. Banks cannot es-
cape from the fact that they will have to fulfill certain requirements
and maintain compliance. This reduces the amount of freedom banks
have to operate how they want. They have as much freedom as run-
ning their operations how they want, as long as they live up to the
standards and guidelines of the authorities.

These standards and guidelines are created in order to reduce the prob-
ability of insolvency for banks. One of the consequences for banks is
that they have to reserve more capital than they might want to. Af-
ter all, reserving capital costs money, since stakeholders demand a re-
turn on equity, and reserving more capital means less money to earn
these profits with. The demands of the stakeholders on the one hand,
and the demands of supervisory authorities on the other hands, force
banks to look for a good balance between solvability, liquidity and
profitability. See figure 2.1.

In a healthy economic period, banks are probably not overly concerned
about surviving, but more with trying to be as profitable as possible.
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Figure 2.1: Finding a balance between demands of shareholders and supervisory
authorities

This would mean that the strategy of the bank would be somewhere
high up in the profitability circle in figure 2.1. In economically hard
times, banks are more conservative about their strategy, and will prob-
ably be more focused on maintaining high liquidity and solvency ra-
tios. But at all times, banks will have to be compliant to all regulatory
constraints, imposed by authorities. These regulatory demands be-
come tangible in the form of guidelines and standards, described in
accords. These accords are called Basel capital accords. We will talk
about them now.

2.2 Regulatory history

Capital accords are very important in the financial world. They re-
strain banks, but maintain the stability of the financial system. The
most important capital accords are the Basel capital accords. This sec-
tion contains a brief history of how the Basel capital accords developed
through time, and eventually mouths into the most topical Basel ac-
cord, Basel III, which is an indispensable part of the research problem
of this thesis. But first we will give a short historical perspective of
capital accords in the financial world, starting with Basel I.
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2.2.1 Basel I

In 1988, the BCBS introduced the ’Basel Capital Accord’. This agree-
ment is nowadays called the Basel I agreement. The aim of the agree-
ment was to:

• Improve the strength and stability of the banking system as a
whole.

• Create an equal basis for all internationally active banks.

This was done by imposing requirements on the amount of capital
banks must have at the initiation of a loan. The Basel I agreement
had a main rule: the 8 percent rule.

Definition. The 8 percent rule implied that for every € 100 lent money,
at least 8 euros of equity should be held as reserve.

Exceptions were made when the loan was collateralized. In this case,
there was a reduction of the risk premium1. After all, the bank has the
right to sell the collateral at default. The amount of risk premium that
has to be paid depends on the risk level of the asset. The scale that was
introduced to measure the risk level of a loan was the risk-weighted
assets scale.

A sovereign loan from a state with very good credit for example has a
0% risk weight, since the probability of default is well-nigh zero. Thus,
for every type of exposure a bank has, a risk-weighting is attached
that determines the risk premium. A bank that would have all their
exposure in sovereign debt would not have to hold any capital, but
since banks have their money invested in different type of assets, with
different risk-weights, the bank will have to hold capital to be able to
absorb losses. The Basel I agreement distinguishes four risk weight
categories, that are set out in table 2.1

Tier Capital. As mentioned above, the minimum amount of capital
the bank has to hold is 8% of the risk weighted assets. But what type
of capital does the bank have to hold? Basel I says that both Tier 1 and
Tier 2 capital are eligible.

1A risk premium is the minimum amount of money by which the expected return on a risky asset
must exceed the known return on a risk-free asset, or the expected return on a less risky asset, in order to
induce an individual to hold the risky asset rather than the risk-free asset.
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Risk weight Asset Class

0% Cash
Sovereign bonds

20% Claims on OECD banks
Claims on municipalities

50% Residential mortgages

100% Assets involving businesses
Personal consumer loans
assets involving non-OECD governments

Table 2.1: Risk weights per asset class

Tier 1 capital consists of equity and retained earnings after tax. These
are the two elements of capital which all banks have in common and
that are the best indication of the extent to which banks are able to ab-
sorb losses. Tier 2 capital includes other elements of capital. In this
case, the national supervisory bodies decide what type of capital may
be placed under Tier 2 capital. National differences are therefore pos-
sible. Examples of Tier 2 capital can include hidden reserves, revalua-
tion reserves, general provisions and subordinated loans.

Basel I also says that the amount of Tier 2 capital may not exceed the
amount of Tier 1 capital. This means at least 4% of the risk weighted
assets should be Tier 1 capital.

Advantages and disadvantages of Basel I. The advantage of Basel I
is that it is relatively easy to calculate and monitor. One only needs to
know the composition and value of the credit and trading portfolio in
order to calculate the capital adequacy.

The disadvantage however is that it is a rigid system. It starts from
a classical vision of banking in which one assumes that the bank is
only concerned with borrowing and lending money. But in reality,
a bank’s operations stretch far beyond this simple vision. In reality,
banks are much more dynamic. They are involved in many more oc-
cupations. For example, risks associated with securities are not in-
cluded in this system. Also, Basel I offers no control over so-called
’Off-Balance Sheet’ Instruments (OBSI) such as options and other deriva-
tives.

A second disadvantage is that only the absolute amount of a loan is
taken into consideration, ignoring other relevant properties of a loan.
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Finally, Basel I does not look at the borrower itself. An unsecured loan
to an AAA client is treated in the same way as an unsecured loan to
a customer on the edge of bankruptcy. Obviously, this ignores a lot
of risks, and therefore the amount of required risk premium estimated
with this narrow vision will probably be underestimated.

For a more detailed description of Basel I, we refer the reader to the
BIS Basel I accord, and the corresponding amendments [3], [6], [4].

2.2.2 Basel II

In June 1999, the Basel Committee proposed to replace the Capital Ac-
cord of 1988 by a more risk-sensitive framework. This led to the in-
troduction of Basel II in 2004. While the original accord laid its focus
mostly on market risk and credit risk, Basel II expands the treatment
of these risks by including a specific operational risk component. Be-
sides that, all risk components that a bank faces are described more
thoroughly.

The purpose of the new capital accord Basel II is to provide guidance
to financial institutions to in order to determine how much capital they
must at least hold to be able to absorb unexpected losses arising from
their financial and operational risks.

Just like with Basel I, the guidelines are implemented in the European
Union through the CRD directive (Capital Requirements Directive).
Almost all EU Member States have this directive integrated into their
national legislation. In the Netherlands for example, this directive is
implemented in the "Wet financieel toezicht" (a law of supervision)
and subordinate legislation. A number of non-EU countries such as
Switzerland, Canada and Australia, also have implemented Basel II in
their national law.

Basel II rests on three pillars, which financial institutions must im-
plement in their entirety: minimum capital requirements, supervision
and market discipline.

Pillar 1. Pillar 1 provides guidelines for calculating the minimum
amount of capital that a financial institution must hold for credit, mar-
ket and operational risks. Basel II gives financial institutions the op-
portunity to choose from a number of methods by which the minimum
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capital requirements are calculated. These methods range from rela-
tively simple to more sophisticated. For the latter, the use of internal
models is most common. The supervisor must approve the use of these
internal models for calculating the minimum capital requirements.

Pillar 2. Pillar 2 provides guidelines by which the solvency of a fi-
nancial institution is assessed. It starts with the calculation of the min-
imum amount of capital that the financial institution needs to cover
all its risks, according to the expectation of the institution itself. This
does not just mean the risks under Pillar 1. This is usually called the
‘economic capital’. This is then compared with the available capital of
the institution. By means of this path, a financial institution remains
adequately capitalized at all times. Pillar 2 also provides principles for
supervisors on how the capital within a financial institution should be
assessed.

An interesting article on the role and implementation of Pillar 2 under
the Basel II framework can be found in the following works [16], [18].

Pillar 3. Pillar 3 provides guidelines for reporting to the outside world
about the risks that a financial institution faces and the capital that the
financial institution has available to cover unexpected losses resulting
from these risks. Better disclosure increases the market discipline, and
therefore to greater financial stability.

Approaches to credit risk. To calculate the Basel II Accord’s require-
ments for risk-weights there are two methods: the standardized and
the internal ratings-based approach. This part generally describes these
two methods, and gives the reader a reference to a more in-to-depth
description of the methods.

Standardized approach (SA)
The standardized approach overcomes a shortage of Basel I. There the
original accord lacked the differentiation of risk, Basel II takes this im-
portant property in to account. Under the standardized approach, an
exposure is multiplied by a risk weight to derive a risk-weighted as-
set (RWA). This methods takes in to account the difference of relia-
bility between loans. An AAA loan for example will therefore get a
lower risk weight than an BB loan. The standardized approach uses a
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’lookup table’ to find the right risk weight to its corresponding credit
rating for each type of loan.

Internal rating based approach (IRB)
Instead of using a ’lookup table’, the IRB approach includes three risk
elements (risk components, risk-weight function, and minimum re-
quirements). In the function that is used to calculate the capital re-
quirement (K) for credit risk, the risk-weighted assets are a function of
four components. This function looks as follows:

KCCredit, IRB = LGD ∗ f (PD) ∗ g(M, PD) (2.1)

The amount of risk-weighted assets then is:

RWACredit,IRB = 12.5 ∗ EAD ∗ K (2.2)

with

PD probability of default
EAD exposure at default
LGD loss given default
M maturity

Besides the IRB method, there is also an advanced IRB method.

Approaches to market risk. The original Basel I Accord from 1988
charged banks for credit risk only. The 1996 Amendment added mar-
ket risk. Basel II distinguishes between the bank’s trading book (marked-
to-market and held for shorter terms) and the banking book (valued at
cost and held for longer terms). The banking book holds our tradi-
tional view of a bank loan asset; the trading book holds the rapidly-
growing list of complex instruments that can include credit deriva-
tives, securitizations and leveraged loans. The most important risks
that fall under market risk are:

• Interest rate risk and trading book equity
• Foreign exchange risk and commodities (trading and banking books)

Market risk has two similar approaches to calculate the market risk
charge: The first method is also called the standardized approach, the
second method is called slightly different than in the credit risk ap-
proach, namely the internal models approach (IMA).
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Standardized approach (SA).
Under the standardized approach, the market risk charge (MRC) is
simply the sum of the charges of each position. This gives the follow-
ing formula:

MRCMarket, SA
t = ∑ IR, EQ, FX, CO, OPMRCt (2.3)

The terms in the sum are interest rate (IR), equity (EQ), foreign ex-
change (FX), commidities (CO) and operations (OP).

Internal models based approach (IMB).
The IMA approach is a more accurate approach. It comes along with
some quantitative and qualitative requirements. Not every bank is al-
lowed to use the internal approach. Supervisory approval is necessary
first. This property of the IMA approach therefore connects Pillar I
with Pillar II. Banks using IMA, base the market risk charge on the
daily value at risk (Var). The market risk charge must use VaR but
Basel does not insist on a particular VaR model. Minimum standards
include:

• Daily 99th percentile confidence VaR.
• Ten-day time horizon.
• Quarterly updated data sets.
• The use of a variance-covariance model or a simulation model

(Monte Carlo or historical).
• A historical observation period of at least one year.

The market risk charge (MRC) is the higher of:

the previous day’s VaR or the average VaR over the last sixty business
days multiplied by a multiplicative factor, which is at least three.

Approaches to operational risk. Basel II contains three methods for
addressing the operational risk component, and therewith the risk charge
for this component. These three methods will shortly be discussed in
this part.

Basic indicator approach (BA)
This is the most simple method in use. Due to its simplicity, it is also
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the most criticized method. The simplicity is underlined by the fact
that the risk charge (K) according to this method is simple a fixed per-
centage (α) of the bank’s three-year average gross income (GI). This
percentage is currently set at 15%. Negative years are excluded from
the average. We could write this down as follows:

KOperational, BIA =
∑t

i=t−3(GIi ∗ α)

3
(2.4)

Standardized approach (SA)
The standardized approach does not differ too much from the BA ap-
proach. It is somewhat more realistic though, mainly due to the fact
that it is a weighted average of the gross income. The weighted av-
erage depends on the business lines of the bank. Instead of a fixed
percentage, as we saw in the BA approach, the SA approach makes
use of a beta factor (β), which is a multiplier that lies within a 12% to
15% range:

KOperational, BIA =

{
∑t

i=t−3 max [∑(GIi,lines 1−8 ∗ βlines 1−8), 0]
}

3
(2.5)

Advanced measurement approach (AMA)
The third approach to calculate the operational risk charge is the AMA
approach. It is the most aberrant one, because it is not an incremen-
tal approach. The exposure to operational risk is estimated from a
bottom-up perspective, while the other two approaches are top-down
approaches. AMA is a very flexible approach, though a certain num-
ber of requirements have to be satisfied:

• Internal data needs to be available.
• External data needs to be available.
• Scenario analysis should be performed.
• The elements should have controls and tools.

The required amount of capital (K) using the AMA approach can be
calculated as follows:
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KOperational, AMA = ∑
i

∑
j

[
g(i,j) ∗ EI(i,j) ∗ PE(i,j) ∗ LGE(i,j)

]
(2.6)

= γ(i,j) ∗ EL(i,j)

with

EI(i,j) exposure indicator (event type i, business line j)
PE(i,j) probability of a loss event (event type i, business line j)
LGE(i,j) loss given the events (event type i, business line j)
EL(i,j) expected loss (event type i, business line j)
γ(i,j) gamma multiplier (event type i, business line j)

An interesting publication on the topic of operational risk towards
Basel III was written by Gregoriou. We refer the reader that is inter-
ested in some more information on modeling, management and regu-
lation of operational risk to this work [9].

Basel II and the financial crisis. It is a widely discussed topic whether
the global financial crisis showed the weaknesses and shortcomings of
Basel II, or that Basel II even strengthened the effect of the crisis. Any-
how, it clearly showed that something had to happen with the way
the regulations for financial institutions were organized. Therefore
in response to the crisis, the BCBS started working on revised global
standards, that eventually became known under Basel III. The BCBS
claimed that Basel III will lead to a more stable financial system by en-
forcing a better quality of capital, stronger liquidity standards and an
increased risk coverage.

For a more detailed and thorough description of Basel II, and all of its
risk charge calculation methods, we refer the reader to the BIS docu-
mentation on Basel II [5].

2.3 Basel III

The financial crisis painfully brought to light that the current capital
requirements under Basel II proved to be insufficient. More and more
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banks found out they were exposed to risks that were not identified
by Basel II. Therefore, in July 2009, the first supplement to Basel II was
presented to provide a stronger framework.

In December 2009, the Basel Committee proposed to further improve
the capital framework. Important topics of this proposal were:

• Increase the quality of capital.
• Improve the risk coverage of capital requirements.
• Introduction of a leverage ratio.
• Reducing procyclicality.
• Addressing systemic risk.

Increase the quality of capital. The crisis showed that only capital
that is directly and fully available can be used to absorb unexpected
losses. Unfortunately it turned that not many banks had this strong
and essential type of capital available. The Basel Committee there-
fore proposed that the majority of the banking capital should be of the
highest quality. For listed companies this consists of share capital and
retained earnings. For cooperatives like Rabobank, it consists of the
earnings, the membership certificates or cooperative shares.

Improving the risk coverage of capital requirements. When a bank
trades with options, futures, swaps and other derivatives, it also is ex-
posed to the risk that the counterparties get downgraded. This risk
appeared to be frighteningly real to parties such as Lehman Broth-
ers, AIG and Bear Stearns. Part of the Basel proposals was therefore a
new capital requirement for the risks that banks face when the credit-
worthiness of a counterparty deteriorates. Also, in the new proposals
banks are stimulated to trade derivatives through central counterpar-
ties as much as possible. These parties provide netting of contracts in
a standard way which reduces the systemic risk.

Introduction of a leverage ratio. The leverage ratio is the ratio be-
tween the balance sheet size and the amount of equity of a bank. The
Basel Committee will set a maximum to this leverage ratio to prevent
that a bank builds up excessive debt positions. After all this was one
of the underlying causes of the crisis.
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Reducing procyclicality. Capital requirements ensure that the bank
has sufficient capital. However, these requirements also have a disad-
vantage, namely that when it goes bad with the economy, the risk of
banks increases which forces banks to hold more equity. But thereby,
banks will be able to grant less credits which leads to a strengthening
of the economic slump. In good economic times, the risk lurks that
too much credit is granted. The Basel Committee therefore proposed
that the buildup of counter-cyclical buffers would be a good idea. This
would connote that in good economic times, banks build up additional
capital that can then be addressed in bad times.

Addressing systemic risk. Because of the fact that some banks are
very large and interconnected to other banks and thus enormously im-
portant for a stable financial system, they are considered as ‘too big too
fail’. This can lead to a blind trust on the government, and take away
all fear of taking more risk. The Basel Committee researched whether
it is possible to make systemic banks hold additional capital.

Impact of the new Basel proposals. Because the new requirements
provide a more stable banking sector, the new rules proposed were
embraced by the authorities and politics.

The CRD directive mentioned earlier in the report is the tangible repre-
sentation of these actions. All the recommendations and propositions
that were made through time eventually led to the release of the Basel
III document. The implementation of Basel III will start on January 1st,
2013.

But there are also comments. Because the capital requirement will in-
crease significantly, all banks will start working on this capital buildup
at the same time, which works price-raising. The costs of this will be
passed on to customers. This can slow the growth of the global econ-
omy down thoroughly. A phased-in introduction of the requirements
could diminish the effect of this.

Another question is whether banks will be able to pick up additional
capital. Banks will have to make more profit to be an attractive option
for potential investors. This is partly counteracted by the politically
intervention, which tries to make the risk profile of banks more conser-
vative and thus the profitability of banks will decrease. The question
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is whether investors will still be willing to invest when bank returns
will go down.

Finally, it is important to avoid that the new capital requirements will
be seen as a synonym for a secure and stable financial system. Eq-
uity can naturally serve as a buffer against unexpected losses, but does
nothing about the problems that lead to this unexpected losses.

The proposals made by the Basel Committee will lead to a more stable
banking sector, as banks will be able to absorb losses better. However,
there will be a lot of work for banks to find out how these rules should
be implemented, to avoid undesirable side effects on the world econ-
omy.

The previous part made clear that Basel III was introduced because
of the shortcomings of Basel II. Therefore it brings along stronger de-
mands for banks in order to secure a stable, solvable and highly liquid
bank. In order to achieve this, not only sharpener capital demands
are treated in the third Basel Accord, also new regulations are part
of Basel III. The next sections will discuss the most important changes
that Basel III introduces, together with the new liquidity rules it brings
along.

2.3.1 Capital base

Tightened Definition of Capital. Before we will be able to tell some-
thing about the stronger capital ratios that Basel III introduces, it is
necessary to gain more understanding of the tightener definition of
capital. Where Basel II distinguished three type of Tier capital, Basel
III brings this down to two types of Tier capital. This goes along with
a new definition of what kind of capital can be qualified under which
tier. Tier 1 can be split up in to ’Common equity tier 1’ and ’Additional
tier 1’ capital. Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital under Basel III look as follows:

Common Equity Tier 1

• Common shares issued by the bank.
• Stock surplus/share premium.
• Retained earnings.
• Accumulated other comprehensive income and other disclosed

reserves.
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• Common shares issued by consolidated subsidiaries of the bank
and held by third parties.

• Non-controlling interests.

Additional Tier 1 capital

• Preference shares.
• Innovative Tier 1 securities.
• Tax on the excess of expected losses over provisions.

Tier 2 capital

• Term subordinated debt.
• Perpetual subordinated debt.
• Collective impairment provisions.
• Certain loan loss provisions.
• Revaluation reserves.
• Hybrid instruments.

Higher capital ratios. As mentioned earlier in the report, the recent
financial crisis demonstrated that only high quality capital is useful
to absorb unexpected losses. The tightened capital definition showed
in the previous section helps to increase the amount of high quality
capital. Because it would be too hard and sudden to introduce much
stronger capital demands in a sudden, a phase-in process is used to
slowly increase the capital demands. Through this way, banks will
be able to work towards a more steady capital base that will make
them more loss absorbing and therefore more reliable and stable in the
future. The most important capital ratio’s are the CET 1 capital ratio
and the Tier 1 capital ratio.

Table 2.2 shows how the phase-in process looks like. It also shows how
much the capital ratio’s have changed compared to how they were in
the previous Basel accord.

We observe that the minimum levels for the CET 1 and Tier 1 ratios
have been raised to 4.5% and 6%, respectively. Figure 2.2 shows how
this capital ratio transition looks like throughout the whole phase-in
period. The ’total capital ratio’ line in the figure includes (common
equity) tier 1 capital, tier 2 capital and the capital conservation buffer.
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Ratio Year Basel II Basel III

CET 1 ratio 2012 2.0% 2.0%
2013 2.0% 3.5%
2014 2.0% 4.0%
2015-2019 2.0% 4.5%

Tier 1 ratio 2012 4.0% 4.0%
2013 4.0% 4.5%
2014 4.0% 5.5%
2015-2019 4.0% 6.0%

Table 2.2: Capital ratio’s in BII and BIII

Common equity tier 1 ratio Min. capital conservation ratio

4.5% - 5.125% 100%

5.125% - 5.75% 80%

5.75% - 6.375% 60%

6.375% - 7.0% 40%

> 7.0% 0%

Table 2.3: Individual bank min capital conservation standards

Ratio Year Basel II Basel III

Capital conservation buffer 2012-2015 - -
2016 - 0.625%
2017 - 1.250%
2018 - 1.875%
2019 2.500%

Countercyclical buffer 2012-2019 - ≤ 2.500%

Table 2.4: Capital buffers in BII and BIII

Capital Conservation Buffer. Outside of stress periods, banks should
hold buffers of capital above the regulatory minimum. When buffers
are down, banks can rebuild them through reducing discretionary dis-
tributions of earnings or by raising new capital from the private sector
as an alternative. In addition, Basel III introduces the Capital Conser-
vation Buffer of 2,5%, which should consist of CET 1 capital.

The distribution constraints imposed on banks when their capital lev-
els fall into the range increase as the banks’ capital levels approach the
minimum requirements, as table 2.3 shows.
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Figure 2.2: Phase-in process of the Basel III capital ratios

Countercyclical Capital Buffer . In times of financial downturn the
risk of default and bankruptcy increases, and therefore banks are re-
quired to hold more capital. This also brings along that banks will
provide less credit which stimulates the downturn even more. On the
other hand, in times of economic boom, banks possibly provide too
much credit. This process is visualized in figure 2.3. The BCBS stated
that the main four reasons for introducing a countercyclical buffer are
as follows:

• Dampening any excess cyclicality of the minimum capital require-
ment.

• Promoting more forward-looking provisions.
• Conserving capital to build buffers at individual banks and the

banking sector to be used in times of stress.
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Figure 2.3: Countercyclicality

• Achieving the broader macro prudential goal of protecting the
banking sector from periods of excess credit growth.

See table 2.4 for an overview of the countercyclical and capital con-
servation buffer, as treated in Basel II and Basel III. A more thorough
description of the Basel III capital base and related things can be found
in the Basel III accord [1].

2.3.2 Leverage

The Basel Committee will introduce a leverage ratio as a supplemen-
tary measure to the Basel II risk-based framework. The leverage ratio
measures the ratio between the size of the balance sheet and the capital
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held, where no risk-weighting is applied. With the proposed calibra-
tion of 3%, the leverage ratio will help to contain the build up of exces-
sive leverage in the banking system. It will also introduce additional
safeguards against attempts to game the risk based requirements, and
help to address model risk. It could be called a function as a backstop
for the risk-weighted requirements.

Introduction of a leverage ratio. The transition phases of the adop-
tion of the leverage ratio are as follows:

Monitoring (starting January 1st 2012)
Monitoring period will focus on developing templates which can be
used to determine components of the leverage ratio in a consistent
way.

Testing (starting January 1st 2013)
Testing period will be used to analyze the desirability of the effect of
the leverage ratio on on specific internal models and the relation with
the risk-weighted capital requirements.

Adjusting (starting January 1st 2017)
In the adjustment period, some possible adjustments will be made and
there will be worked towards a Pillar I implementation in January
2018.

Implementation (starting January 1st 2018)
Scheduled implementation.

It has to be mentioned that there is still a lot of uncertainty on how the
leverage ratio implementation will exactly look like. There is a lot of
discussion going on about whether the leverage ratio as it is planned
now will work the way it should. These discussions hope to track
down flaws in the current set-up of the introduction of a leverage ratio.
The necessity of the ratio is not a point of discussion though, since it
is considered as something of big importance for the contribution to a
stable financial system in the coming years.

2.3.3 Liquidity

Liquidity risk is inseparably linked with the transformation function
of banks: raise funds with short maturities (e.g. savings) and convert
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them into long-term loans (e.g. mortgages). During the most recent
crisis, financial markets faced large shortages of liquidity. Therefore,
the BIS requires an individual bank to apply more stringent standards
to reflect that bank’s liquidity risk profile.

The Basel Committee has developed two standards for supervisors to
use in liquidity risk supervision: The LCR and the NSFR. The LCR
addresses the sufficiency of a stock of high quality liquid assets to
meet short-term liquidity needs under a specified acute stress scenario
NSFR addresses longer-term structural liquidity mismatches. These
two standards are treated in this section.

LCR. The LCR aims to ensure that a bank maintains an adequate
level of unencumbered, high-quality liquid assets that can be converted
into cash to meet its liquidity needs for a 30 calendar day time horizon
under a significantly severe liquidity stress scenario specified by su-
pervisors. At a minimum, the stock of liquid assets should enable the
bank to survive until day 30 of the stress scenario. After 30 days, it is
assumed that appropriate corrective actions can be taken by manage-
ment and/or supervisors, and/or the bank.

Highly liquid assets is a quite ambiguous term when considered out
of context. As Basel III introduced the LCR and all its corresponding
definitions, it is helpful to show how Basel III [1] characterizes high
quality liquid assets:

Fundamental characteristics

• Low credit and market risk: assets that are less risky tend to have
higher liquidity. High credit standing of the issuer and a low de-
gree of subordination increases an asset’s liquidity. Low duration,
low volatility, low inflation risk and denomination in a convert-
ible currency with low foreign exchange risk all enhance an asset’s
liquidity.

• Ease and certainty of valuation: an asset’s liquidity increases if
market participants are more likely to agree on its valuation. The
pricing formula of a high quality liquid asset must be easy to cal-
culate and not depend on strong assumptions. The inputs into the
pricing formula must also be publicly available. In practice, this
should rule out the inclusion of most structured or exotic prod-
ucts.
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• Low correlation with risky assets: the stock of high-quality liq-
uid assets should not be subject to wrong-way (highly correlated)
risk. For example, assets issued by financial institutions are more
likely to be illiquid in times of liquidity stress in the banking sec-
tor.

• Listed on a developed and recognized exchange market: being
listed increases an asset’s transparency.

Market-related characteristics:

• Active and sizable market: the asset should have active outright
sale or repurchase agreement (repo) markets at all times (which
means having a large number of market participants and a high
trading volume). There should be historical evidence of mar-
ket breadth (price impact per unit of liquidity) and market depth
(units of the asset that can be traded for a given price impact).

• Presence of committed market makers: quotes will most likely
be available for buying and/or selling a high-quality liquid asset.

• Low market concentration: a diverse group of buyers and sellers
in an asset’s market increases the reliability of its liquidity.

• Flight to quality: historically, the market has shown tendencies
to move into these types of assets in a systemic crisis.

This desired adequate liquidity level is trying to be achieved by intro-
ducing the liquidity coverage ratio, that looks as follows:

Stock o f high quality liquid assets
Net cash out f lows over a 30 day period

≥100% (2.7)

For more specific information, we refer the reader to the Basel III BIS
document that is specially made for liquidity risk measurement, stan-
dards and monitoring [2].

NFSR. To promote more medium and long-term funding of the as-
sets and activities of banking organizations, the Committee has devel-
oped the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR). This metric establishes a
minimum acceptable amount of stable funding based on the liquidity
characteristics of an institution’s assets and activities over a one year
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horizon. The NSFR is defined as the available amount of stable fund-
ing, divided by the amount of required stable funding. This ratio must
be greater than 100%.

Basel III [2] identifies the main objective of the NSFR as follows:

To promote more medium and long-term funding of the assets and
activities of banking organizations, the Committee has developed the
NSFR. This metric establishes a minimum acceptable amount of stable
funding based on the liquidity characteristics of an institution’s assets
and activities over a one year horizon. This standard is designed to act
as a minimum enforcement mechanism to complement the LCR and
reinforce other supervisory efforts by promoting structural changes in
the liquidity risk profiles of institutions away from short-term fund-
ing mismatches and toward more stable, longer-term funding of assets
and business activities.

In particular, the NSFR standard is structured to ensure that long term
assets are funded with at least a minimum amount of stable liabili-
ties in relation to their liquidity risk profiles. The NSFR aims to limit
over-reliance on short-term wholesale funding during times of buoy-
ant market liquidity and encourage better assessment of liquidity risk
across all on- and off-balance sheet items. In addition, the NSFR ap-
proach offsets incentives for institutions to fund their stock of liquid
assets with short-term funds that mature just outside the 30-day hori-
zon for that standard.

The NSFR looks as follows:

Available amount o f stable f unding
Required amount o f stable f unding

≥100% (2.8)

Where stable funding is defined as follows:

• Capital.
• Preferred stock with maturity of equal to or greater than one year.
• Liabilities with effective maturities of one year or greater.
• That portion of non-maturity deposits and/or term deposits with

maturities of less than one year that would be expected to stay
with the institution for an extended period in an idiosyncratic
stress event.
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• The portion of wholesale funding with maturities of less than a
year that is expected to stay with the institution for an extended
period in an idiosyncratic stress event.

Also for more specific information about NSFR, we refer the reader
to the Basel III BIS document that is specially made for liquidity risk
measurement, standards and monitoring [2].
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Chapter 3

Modeling the BS

There has been much published on strategic balance sheet manage-
ment and the modeling of balance sheets in a smart way. A quite
recent work that treats a very similar subject to this report’s one was
written by Kruger [13]. The paper proposes a multi-objective approach
to move from the current balance sheet to the ‘optimal’ balance sheet,
whilst taking Basel Pillars 1 and 2 regulatory capital limits into ac-
count. A somewhat older but very interesting work that discusses a
linear programming approach for bank balance sheet management is
covered in the following paper [10].

This report describes the modeling of a stylized balance sheet, where
the goal is to maximize profit for a bank given the Basel III constraints
it has to be compliant to. This is done by using a smart optimization
technique that will be described in chapter four. As regards the scope
of the problem, the type of bank that is modeled is a non-investment
bank that has its main operations in the retail sector. This means the
stylized balance sheet will not include derivative instruments, and
will have the largest exposure in instruments that concern products
intended for the retail market.

Synchronously with the modeling, a bank balance sheet optimization
tool was developed during the internship period, that can be used as
a decision support system in banks. It is a user-friendly customizable
tool that uses default starting values and gives the user the opportu-
nity to input a large number of parameters, properties and other things
in order to calibrate the tool as much as possible. By doing this, the
tool is being set up in a way that it fits the profile and preferences of
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the bank that it attempts to model and optimize. The tool was built
in excel, using VBA, Crystal Ball and Solver, which are very necessary
elements that made it possible to program the tool exactly the way that
is desired for this problem. Crystal Ball provided an optimization en-
vironment that was set up in such a way that the tool is able to find the
best balance sheet composition given the profile, preferences, strategy
and other properties of a bank.

This chapter describes how the balance sheet was modeled. This also
includes the modeling of a risk profile in the tool, the inclusion of a
penalty function to preserve the feasibility of the tool, a description of
how stochasticity is used to capture volatility and uncertainty in time,
and some words on how the regulations were formalized. This chapter
hereby attempts to show how modeling the thesis problem in this way
makes it possible to develop a tool that can be very useful for strategic
balance sheet management, especially at the time being where many
banks have no clearly developed plan on how to deal with Basel III.
The tool developed is a strategic level decision supportive program
that can be used to advise banks on what direction for their balance
sheet would be best to choose, given the incorporated endogenous
and partially exogenous variables. We will start with describing the
various components of the model.

3.1 Components of the model

Since the model is so extensive, it is necessary to cut it in to pieces in
order to secure a structural way of describing the model. Therefore,
this section describes the many components the model exists of. The
tool described earlier is the tangible reflection of the model, since it
contains all the components of the model, together with the possibil-
ity to optimize this model. Since the structure of the model is mostly
shaped by the structure of the tool, we will hold on to this structure
when describing the model.

The most important and central part of the thesis problem is of course
the balance sheet (section 3.1.1). The goal is to optimize the compo-
sition of the balance sheet, in order to maximize profits under Basel
III, keeping in mind the risk profile, strategic goals and other prefer-
ences and properties of the bank that are being optimized. The exact
composition of each asset and liability type is also specified and can be
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modified in the model (section 3.1.2), together with the current differ-
ent types of capital the bank possesses (section 3.1.4). The expected in-
come and expenses are discussed as well (section 3.1.5). In this model,
we define a stylized balance sheet, representing a non-investment re-
tail bank, and input all relevant parameters, choices and preferences
of the bank (section 3.1.3), and run the optimization. The expected
growth/decline of each BS position (section 3.1.6) and its correspond-
ing risk weights (section 3.1.7) can also be entered by the user.

With regard to regulation, the bank has to deal with the imposed Basel
III constraints, which have to be formalized in the model (section 3.2).
Because the balance sheet is inseparably interconnected with the bank’s
risk profile, a clear and thorough representation of this profile is incor-
porated in to the model (section 3.3). Then, a bank deals with a lot of
uncertainty and volatility, and therefore the model has to find a way
to represent this uncertainty of certain parameters in time as good as
possible. This is done by the inclusion of stochasticity (section 3.4). By
taking in to account all these important things, the model and tool will
represent reality very closely, and therefore will support a bank’s man-
agement in taking important decisions on what direction the bank has
to follow. This is a smart substantiated way of strategically managing
your balance sheet.

3.1.1 The balance sheet

The balance sheet composition is the central part of the thesis subject,
since it is the element that is being optimized. This section includes the
formalization of the stylized balance sheet positions. Figure 3.1 shows
the stylized balance that is used in the model.

The total assets exposure looks as follows:

XAssetsTotal = XCash(T) + XRetMort(T, mi) (3.1)
+XLoansAdv(T, ti, mi) + XOtherRec(T, tj, mi)

+XGovBonds(T, mi, ci) + XCorpBonds(T, mi, ci)

with
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Assets Liabilities & owner’s equity

► Deposits

► Debt certificates
► Unsecured wholesale funding

► Owner’s equity

► Cash and cash equivalents

► Retail mortgages

► Loans and advances

► Other receivables

► Governmental bonds

► Corporate bonds

Figure 3.1: The stylized balance sheet

XCash(T) Cash and cash equivalents exposure
XRetMort(T, mi) Retail mortgages exposure
XLoansAdv(T, mi) Loans and advances exposure
XOtherRec(T, tj, mi) Other receivables exposure
XGovBonds(T, mi, ci) Government bonds exposure
XCorpBonds(T, mi, ci) Corporate bonds exposure
mi Maturity of the position of length i
ti Type of the position of type i
tj Type of the position of type j
ci Credit rating of the position of rating i
T Year

The type of maturities (mi), types (ti), types (tj) and credit ratings (ci)
will be discussed more specifically in section 3.1.2.

An important part of balance sheet management is the banks strat-
egy of how the balance sheet roughly looks like. This means that the
bank has its ideas on how big each position should be, in other words
between which two bounds should the total exposure of a certain po-
sition be. Therefore banks specify a left and a right bound that defines
the minimum and maximum exposure of a certain position. By doing
this, a bank steers its strategy by regulating on what type of exposure
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with its corresponding risk a bank wants to lay its focus, and what po-
sitions should be smaller. In the model, these caps and floors for the
asset side of the balance sheet are defined as follows:

XMIN
Cash ≤ XCash ≤ XMAX

Cash

XMIN
RetMort ≤ XRetMort ≤ XMAX

RetMort

XMIN
LoansAdv ≤ XLoansAdv ≤ XMAX

LoansAdv

XMIN
OtherRec ≤ XOtherRec ≤ XMAX

OtherRec

XMIN
GovBonds ≤ XGovBonds ≤ XMAX

GovBonds

XMIN
CorpBonds ≤ XCorpBonds ≤ XMAX

CorpBonds

The total liabilities exposure looks as follows:

XLiabilitiesTotal = XDep(T,i , mi) + XDebtCer(T, mi) (3.2)
+XUnsWF(T, si, tk, mi)

with

XDep(T, si, mi) Deposits exposure
XDebtCer(T, mi) Debt certificates exposure
XUnsWF(T, si, tk, mi) Unsecured wholesale funding exposure
si Stability of the position of stability i
mi Maturity of the position of length i
tk Type of the position of type k
T Year

The type of stabilities (si), maturities (mi) and credit types (tk) will be
discussed more specifically in the next section.

In the model, the caps and floors for the liability & equity side of the
balance sheet are defined as follows:

XMIN
Dep ≤ XDep ≤ XMAX

Dep

XMIN
DebtCer ≤ XDebtCer ≤ XMAX

DebtCer

XMIN
UnsWF ≤ XUnsWF ≤ XMAX

UnsWF
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3.1.2 Assets & Liabilities composition

The previous section introduced the model’s stylized balance sheet.
This section specifies the composition of the assets and liabilities, in
order to see how the stylized products look like when we cut them in
to parts according to their maturities, credit ratings and stability level.
The mi, ti, ciand siparameters introduced in the previous section are
necessary to distinguish the properties of the asset and liability posi-
tions. The maturity classes (mi), the credit rating types (ci) and the sta-
bility levels (si) are the same for each of the positions, and is therefore
described once. The type (ti) differs, and therefore we will describe the
ti parameter separately for the different position the parameter applies
to.

The following positions contain a maturity component:

XRetMort(T, mi), XLoansAdv(T, ti, mi), XOtherRec(T, tj, mi), XGovBonds(T, mi, ci),
XCorpBonds(T, mi, ci), XDep(T, si, mi), XDebtCer(T, mi) and XUnsWF(T, si, tk, mi).

with

mi Maturity of type i, i =


≤ 1 month

1 month − 3 month
3 months − 1 year
1 year − 5 years

> 5 years


The following positions contain a credit rating component:

XGovBonds(T, t, mi) and XCorpBondsT, (mi, ci)

with

ci Credit rating of type i, i =


AAA
AA
A

BBB
Below BBB


The following positions contain a stability level component:

XDep(T, si, mi) and XUnsWF(T, si, ti, mi)

with

si Stability level of type i, i =
{

Stable
Less stable

}
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Now we have covered the BS position properties that have the same
vector for all positions it applies to, we will cover the fourth compo-
nent, where each of the positions it applies to, has a different vector.
There are three BS positions that contain a type component.

The three positions with a type component are:

XLoansAdv(T, ti, mi), XOtherRec(T, tj, mi) and XUnsWF(T, si, tk, mi)

with

ti Position type i, i =

 Retail loans
Corporate loans

Loans to financial institutions


tj Position type j, j =

{
Non fin. wholesale counterparties

Financial institutions

}

tk Position type k, k =


Small business customers
Small corporate wholesale
Large corporate wholesale

Financial institutions


3.1.3 The input

Figure 3.2 shows the main input parameters of the model, besides the
most important input covered in the previous section: the balance
sheet. The tool gives the user the opportunity to choose values for
all these parameters, to fit the model to the bank’s preferences and
properties. In the tool, all these input parameters are collected on one
sheet, which makes it very user friendly, therefore the user does not
have to browse through the whole excel document and find the right
places for inputting the parameters and preferences.

This section will show how these parameters are modeled. We will
follow the yellow boxes in figure 3.2, chronologically from left to right.

Choosing a starting BS date. The user of the tool has to set the year,
on which it wants to optimize the balance sheet. The model distin-
guishes the following possible starting years:
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Figure 3.2: The main input parameters of the model

Tt Starting balance sheet year t, t =



2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019


These dates were chosen due to the fact that in this period, the Basel III
constraints will change (phase-in process).1 After 2019, there will not
be any increase in the constraints. This means if one wants to optimize
the balance sheet for a year after 2019, the user simply has to select
2019.

Choosing a risk profile. As the risk profile requires more explana-
tion before we can move on to the notation and formulation, a separate

1For the sequel of the report, by year ’t’, it is meant as defined at the beginning of section 3.1.3.
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section is devoted to this input component, namely section 3.3.

Choosing a starting BS with left and right position bounds. This
input component was treated thoroughly in section 3.1.1. The reader
that wants to consult this is therefore referred to the second last sec-
tion.

Choosing a dividend policy and tax rate. Each bank has its own div-
idend policy. We could define this as follows:

Definition. The dividend policy is something a company uses to de-
cide how much it will pay out to shareholders in dividends. Once
the company decides on whether to pay dividends they may establish
a somewhat permanent dividend policy, which may in turn impact
on investors and perceptions of the company in the financial markets.
What they decide depends on the situation of the company now and
in the future. It also depends on the preferences of investors and po-
tential investors.

Besides the dividend policy, the bank deals with a fixed tax rate, that
determines how much percent of the retained profits has to be handed
in to the authorities, and how much will be left. The dividend pol-
icy tells what to do with the amount left. These two components are
modeled as follows:

δt Percentage paid to stockholders in year t,
δt + ϑt = 1

ϑt Percentage written to ret. profit in year t,
τt Tax rate in year t,

Choosing expected BS positions growth/decline. Since the model
contains a time aspect that makes sure the Basel constraints of the com-
ing years are also accounted for, we are dealing with a balance sheet
that evolves over time. In order to correctly model this balance sheet
transition in time, the user needs to input an expected growth or de-
cline for each of the balance sheet positions. The input sheet of the tool
provides this possibility.

The balance sheet position’s growth/decline parameters also can be
made stochastic if wanted by making the parameters normally dis-
tributed and attaching a desired standard deviation to it in order to
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represent uncertainty in time. This stochastic part of the model will be
treated in section 3.4. For now, we will show the model notation for
the growth/decline parameters for each position.

For the asset side of the balance sheet, the growth/decline notation
looks as follows:

g(XRetMort)t Percentage of new retail mortgages in year t
d(XRetMort)t Percentage of retail mortgages attrition in year t
g(XLoansAdv)t Percentage of new loans and advances in year t
d(XLoansAdv)t Percentage of loans and advances attrition in year t
g(XOtherRec)t Percentage of new other receivables in year t
d(XOtherRec)t Percentage of other receivables attrition in year t
g(XGovBonds)t Percentage of new government bonds in year t
d(XGovBonds)t Percentage of government bonds attrition in year t
g(XCorpBonds)t Percentage of new corporate bonds in year t
d(XCorpBonds)t Percentage of corporate bonds attrition in year t

For the liability side of the balance sheet, the growth/decline notation
looks as follows:

g(XDep)t Percentage of new deposits in year t
d(XDep)t Percentage of deposits attrition in year t
g(XDebtCer)t Percentage of new debt certificates in year t
d(XDebtCer)t Percentage of debt certificates attrition in year t
g(XUnsWF)t Percentage of new uns. wholesale funding in year t
d(XUnsWF)t Percentage of uns. wholesale funding attrition in year t

Choosing expected income and expenses. The income and expenses
a bank occurs are reported on the profit & loss account. The user of
the tool can input an expected amount for each separate income and
loss component of the P&L account. Also these components can be set
stochastic if wanted, more on that in section 3.4.

The notation for the income components in the model looks as follows:

mINC(XRetMort)t Interest income on retail mortgages in year t
mINC(XLoansAdv)t Interest income on loans and advances in year t
mINC(XOtherRec)t Interest income on other receivables in year t
mINC(XGovBonds)t Interest income on government bonds in year t
mINC(XCorpBonds)t Interest income on corporate bonds in year t
FINC

t Fee and commission income in year t
OINC

t Other operating income in year t
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The notation for the expenses components in the model looks as fol-
lows:

mEXP(XDep)t Interest expense on deposits in year t
mEXP(XDebtCer)t Interest expense on debt certificates in year t
mEXP(XUnsWF)t Interest expense on uns. wholesale funding in year t
FEXP

t Fee and commission expense in year t
OEPX

t Other operating expense in year t
DEXP

t Depreciation and amortization of fixed assets in year t
SEPX

t Staff costs in year t

Choosing impairment costs and haircuts. Two other important in-
put components are the expected impairment costs and the expected
haircuts. They are defined as follows:

Definition. A special, nonrecurring charge taken to write down an
asset with an overstated book value. Generally an asset is considered
to be value-impaired when its book value exceeds the future net cash
flows expected to be received from its use. An impairment write-down
reduces an overstated book value to fair value.

With regard to the impairment costs; they apply to three of the posi-
tions of the asset side of the balance sheet, namely:

XRetMort(T, mi), XLoansAdv(T, ti, mi), XOtherRec(T, tj, mi)

In the model, they are represented as follows:

ι(XRetMort) Loan impairment percentage of retail mortgages
ι(XLoansAdv) Loan impairment percentage of loans and advances
ι(XOtherRec) Loan impairment percentage of other receivables

Definition. The difference between prices at which a market maker
can buy and sell a security. In other words, the percentage by which an
asset’s market value is reduced for the purpose of calculating capital
requirement, margin and collateral levels.

With regard to the haircuts; they apply to three of the positions of the
asset side of the balance sheet, namely:

XGovBonds(T, t, mi) and XCorpBonds(T, mi, ci)
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In the model, they are represented as follows:

κ(XGovBonds) Applied haircut percentage on government bonds
κ(XCorpBonds) Applied haircut percentage on corporate bonds

Choosing funding surplus/shortage treatment. Every year, a fund-
ing shortage or surplus might arise. The model also gives the user
the opportunity to choose what happens with this surplus or shortage
of funding. Suppose at some year, a bank attracts more funding than
it can set out in assets. This means it has to attribute this surplus to
its balance sheet. It can choose how much of this amount is hold as
cash reserve and how much gets set out as a government bond. In
the case a shortage of funding arises, the bank has to decide whether
the shortage is absorbed by cash or by government bonds. This input
component provides room for this preference. It is modeled as follows:

ς Perc. absorbed by/attributed to cash
ς + υ = 1

υ Perc. absorbed by/attributed to government bonds
ft Funding surplus/shortage in year t

3.1.4 Capital

Another input component not included in figure 3.2 is the input of the
capital of the bank. Because we are dealing with a stylized, the capital
definition is also modeled in a stylized way. Therefore we distinguish
the following capital types in the model:

• Common equity tier 1 capital: Existing of starting core capital
and retained earnings that are added to this group each year.

• Additional tier 1 capital: Each year, an expected growth and de-
duction percentage determine the additional tier 1 capital growth
/ decline.

• Tier 2 capital: Each year, an expected growth and deduction per-
centage determine the tier 2 capital growth / decline.

The user specifies the starting amount of each of the three groups, and
the corresponding expected growth and deduction percentages. For
the CET 1 capital, the earnings determine the growth/decline of the
core capital. This looks as follows:
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CCET1t Amount of common equity tier 1 capital in year t
CAddT1t Amount of additional tier 1 capital in year t
CT2t Amount of tier 2 capital in year t
g(CAddT1)t Expected additional tier 1 capital growth perc. in year t
d(CAddT1)t Expected additional tier 1 capital decline perc. in year t
g(CT2)t Expected tier 2 capital growth perc. in year t
d(CT2)t Expected tier 2 capital decline perc. in year t

3.1.5 P&L account

On the profit and loss account, the retained profit is calculated. They
result from the income and expenses, and of course the tax rate and
dividend pay out percentage influences how much remains for rein-
vestment in the balance sheet. This section shows how earlier intro-
duced notation results in the amount of retained profit.

The income calculation looks as follows:

It = mINC(XRetMort)t + mINC(XLoansAdv)t + mINC(XOtherRec)t

+mINC(XGovBonds)t + mINC(XCorpBonds)t + FINC
t + OINC

t

The expenses calculation looks as follows:

Et = mEXP(XDep)t + mEXP(XDebtCer)t + mEXP(XUnsWF)t

+FEXP
t + OEPX

t + DEXP
t + SEPX

+ι(XRetMort) ∗ XRetMort(T) + ι(XLoansAdv) ∗ XLoansAdv(T)
+ι(XOtherRec) ∗ XOtherRec(T)
+κ(XGovBonds) ∗ XGovBonds(T) + κ(XCorpBonds) ∗ XCorpBonds(T)

Therefore the retained profit in year t looks as follows:

RPt = ϑt ∗ [(1 − τt) ∗ (It − Et)] (3.3)
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3.1.6 Risk weighted assets

The RWA is not modeled as an input, but the user has the possibility
to choose a value for the RWA factor for each position. For now, the
standard method is used to calculate the RWA, but it can be easily
modified to an internal approach when desired. This section shows
how the RWA factors are chosen for each asset position:

RWAt(XCash) RWA factor for cash in year t
RWAt(XRetMort) RWAfactor for ret. mortages in year t
RWAt(XLoansAdv) RWAfactor for loans and advances in year t
RWAt(XOtherRec) RWAfactor for other receivables in year t
RWAt(XGovBonds) RWAfactor for gov. bonds in year t
RWAt(XCorpBonds) RWAfactor for corp. bonds in year t

For the first four, the standard approach percentage is assigned to the
factor. For exposure that is composed of multiple credit rating groups
(government bonds and corporate bonds), the percentages are calcu-
lated as follows:

RWAt(XGovBonds) = 0.0 ∗ XGovBonds(T, mi, AAA) (3.4)
+0.0 ∗ XGovBonds(T, mi, AA)

+0.2 ∗ XGovBonds(T, mi, A)

+0.5 ∗ XGovBonds(T, mi, BBB)
+1.0 ∗ XGovBonds(T, mi, Below B)

RWAt(XCorpBonds) = 0.2 ∗ XCorpBonds(T, mi, AAA) (3.5)
+0.2 ∗ XCorpBonds(T, mi, AA)

+0.5 ∗ XCorpBonds(T, mi, A)

+1.0 ∗ XCorpBonds(T, mi, BBB)
+1.5 ∗ XCorpBonds(T, mi, Below B)

Given the notation above, the total RWA in year t can be calculated as
follows:
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RWAt(Total) = RWAt(XCash) + RWAt(XRetMort) (3.6)
+RWAt(XLoansAdv) + RWAt(XOtherRec)

+RWAt(XGovBonds) + RWAt(XCorpBonds)

3.1.7 Balance sheet transition

The model contains a time-line, which shows the development of the
balance sheet trough time. More specifically, it shows the transition
of the balance sheet from the chosen starting balance sheet year till
seven years later. So taking 2012 as a starting year, the user of the tool
can optimize the current balance sheet in order to maximize return
on equity this year under the Basel III constraints of the next 7 years,
given the expected growth/decline of the balance sheet as explained
in section 1.3.

Now that we have showed the notation of the input parameters, we
will be able to show how the transition of the balance sheet looks like
from year ’t− 1’ to year t. The components that make the balance sheet
change are:

• The expected growth/decline percentages for each BS position.
• The expected growth/decline percentage of the capital
• The funding surplus/shortage
• The retained profit (or loss).

Therefore the transition on the asset side of the balance sheet for the
different positions looks as follows:

XCash(T) = XCash(T − 1) + ς ∗ ft

XRetMort(T) = [1 + g(XRetMort)t − d(XRetMort)t] ∗ XRetMort(T − 1)
XLoansAdv(T) = [1 + g(XLoansAdv)t − d(XLoansAdv)t] ∗ XLoansAdv(T − 1)
XOtherRec(T) = [1 + g(XOtherRec)t − d(XOtherRec)t] ∗ XOtherRec(T − 1)
XGovBonds(T) = [1 + g(XGovBonds)t − d(XGovBonds)t] ∗ XGovBonds(T − 1) + υ ∗ ft

XCorpBonds(T) =
[
1 + g(XCorpBonds)t − d(XCorpBonds)t

]
∗ XCorpBonds(T − 1)

The transition on the liability side of the balance sheet for the different
positions looks as follows:
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Basel constraint 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Leverage ratio 0.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

CET 1 ratio 2.0% 3.5% 4.0% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5%

Tier 1 ratio 4.0% 4.5% 5.5% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0%

Total capital ratio 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.625% 9.25% 9.875% 10.5%

LCR 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

NSFR 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

Table 3.1: Basel III constraints in a time-line

XDep(T) =
[
1 + g(XDep)t − d(XDep)t

]
∗ XDep(T − 1)

XDebtCer(T) = [1 + g(XDebtCer)t − d(XDebtCer)t] ∗ XDebtCer(T − 1)
XUnsWF(T) = [1 + g(XUnsWF)t − d(XUnsWF)t] ∗ XUnsWF(T − 1)

As regards the owners equity, the transition looks as follows:

OEt = CCET1t−1 + [g(CAddT1)t−1 − d(CAddT1)t−1] ∗ CAddT1t−1(3.7)
+ [g(CT2)t−1 − d(CT2)t−1] ∗ CT2t−1 + RPt−1

3.2 BIII constraints formalization

In order to be compliant to the Basel III constraints, they need to be
formalized. This section shows how the incorporated ratios are mod-
eled. The Basel III ratios that apply to the model were discussed in
section 2.3. Table 3.1 summarizes the required ratio of all constraints
at the moment the phase-in process has fully completed. The values
in the table therefore show where to banks need to work as regards
regulation. The notation of the different ratios will be discussed here.

Leverage ratio. The leverage ratio puts a cap on the balance sheet
size. The actual leverage ratio of the bank in year t is modeled as fol-
lows:
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LRt =
Total (core) tier 1 capital

Balance sheet size
(3.8)

=
CCET1t + CAddT1t

XAssetsTotal

=
CCET1t + CAddT1t

XLiabilitiesTotal + OEt

Capital ratios. The capital ratios put a cap on the amount of risk
weighted assets a bank may be exposed to. In the model, we distin-
guish three different capital ratios:

• Common equity tier 1 ratio.
• Tier 1 ratio.
• Total Capital (tier 1&2 and capital conservation buffer) ratio.

They are modeled as follows:

CET1Rt =
Total core tier 1 capital

Total RWA
(3.9)

=
CCET1t

RWAt(Total)

T1Rt =
Total (core) tier 1 capital

Total RWA
(3.10)

=
CCET1t + CAddT1t

RWAt(Total)

TCRt =
Total capital
Total RWA

(3.11)

=
CCET1t + CAddT1t + CT2t

RWAt(Total)
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Liquidity ratios. The liquidity ratios force banks to hold more short-
term and long-term funding. The LCR and NSFR were discussed in
section 2.3. The modeling of the LCR and NSFR is discussed here.

The LCR in year t looks as follows:

LCRt =
Stock o f high quality liquid assets

Net cash out f lows over a 30 day period
(3.12)

For a better understanding of how the stock of highly liquid assets
looks like in the model, we refer the reader to appendix A.1. Also the
factors that correspond to each of the high quality liquid assets are
covered there.

The NSFR in year t looks as follows:

NSFRt =
Available amount o f stable f unding
Required amount o f stable f unding

(3.13)

For a better understanding of how the stable funding looks like in the
model, we refer the reader to appendix A.2. Also the factors that cor-
respond to each of the types of stable funding are covered there.

3.3 Risk profile

It is important that risk is actively managed prior to any (possible)
crisis, to ensure that earnings and other performance indicators are
robust enough to cope with adverse conditions. There are clear links
between earnings stability and capital adequacy, ratings resilience and
market confidence. As the recent crisis has shown, having a clear plan
for managing risk and reducing earnings volatility can be a key factor
behind the relative performance of banks. Because of the relevance of
this topic, the first part of this section is devoted to the explanation
of how risk profiles are organized and why they are important. Af-
terwards we will show how the risk profile is incorporated in to the
model.

A recent survey from the IIF (Institute of International Finance) showed
that risk appetite is at the top of the agenda of most major banks glob-
ally. The biggest challenges in this are:
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• Cascading and translating high level objectives into business level
guidelines.

• Embedding a culture of risk within the wide business.
• Linking risk appetite to the behavior of mid-level staff.

Every bank that managed to retain an AA-category rating prior to the
crisis, also managed to record a profit (no matter how small) in each
year during the crisis. Their strong risk management functions and
cultures enabled them to reduce their vulnerability to adverse market
changes.

Characteristics that can be common to those banks that fail. The
following bullet points show characteristics a bank can have that may
lead to serious problems:

• Dependence on short-term wholesale funding or lack of liquidity.
• Growth versus risk culture (strategic errors).
• Low capital reserves.
• Investment banking activities (volatility in earnings).
• Management & governance.
• Remuneration (the total compensation that an employee receives

in exchange for the service they perform for their employer).

Rating strength. Maintaining a strong rating strength is very impor-
tant for banks. Therefore banks need to think of a strategy that enables
them to make sure they do everything in their power to achieve and
maintain this important goal. We could define four pillars linked to
rating strength:

1. Capital adequacy
(a) RWA management
(b) Capital allocation
(c) Stressed ratios
(d) Leveraged ratios
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A risk profile is defined by choosing similar or somewhat higher
capital ratio’s than the ones defined in Basel III. An example could
be: The bank should target a 9-10% core tier 1 capital ratio, and
become confident of a CET 1 ratio of at least 7% under extreme
stress scenarios.

2. Stable earnings growth
(a) Earnings volatility
(b) VaR (value at risk)
(c) Credit volatility

Important linkages between ‘earnings volatility’ and other parts
of the Risk Appetite framework:

• Rating agencies clearly view stable earnings as a fundamental
pillar of their credit assessment.

• Positive earnings enable year-on-year capital accumulation
and contribute significantly to the ability to manage more sta-
ble capital ratios during periods of stress.

• Positive earnings enables the ongoing payment of dividends
during periods of stress, and helps to maintain market confi-
dence.

• Relative performance and Peer Group comparisons are im-
portant to market confidence and risk differentiation. Mar-
kets dislike volatile earnings as they are a key indicator of at-
titudes towards higher risk by management and more volatile
outcomes. The valuation of banks typically reflects the volatil-
ity of earnings, with lower value multiples attributed to banks
with more volatile earnings.

Measures that could be taken are: making sure that even in a mild,
sever or extreme stress scenario, the bank remains profitable. This
can be done by introducing a maximum earnings volatility of
100%.

3. Stable and efficient access to funding and liquidity
(a) Cost of funding
(b) Leverage ratio
(c) Stressed measures
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Maturity mismatch can not be eliminated, therefore sufficient re-
sources must be available to meet funding needs at times of stress
by:

• Improving the liquidity profile (e.g. increasing its retail de-
posit base).

• Building up a liquidity reserve.
• Being within the upper quantile of your peers (e.g. have a

lower perceived funding riskiness than others).

Measures that can be taken, formally spoken, could be:
• Minimum Loan to Deposit ratio.
• Minimum liquidity reserve.
• Maximum amount of short-term wholesale funding.

4. Stakeholder confidence
(a) AA category rating
(b) Reputation risk

50% of a rating agency assessment is qualitative, therefore there
are a lot of qualitative factors that can set a Stakeholder Confi-
dence Risk Appetite:

• Franchise value: Ability to withstand stress better than peers,
measured by business mix, revenue stability, market share
and customer mix.

• Management & strategy: Strategic competence, operational
effectiveness and risk tolerance. Measured by strategic posi-
tioning and governance.

• Risk positioning: Management’s effectiveness at risk man-
agement relative to peers, measured by managed growth, risk
concentrations and portfolio diversification.

• Regulatory & reputation risk: Maintaining healthy relation-
ships with regulators and other stakeholders. Measured by
adverse publicity, customer complaints and regulatory breaches.

Modeling the risk profile. Now we showed that the risk profile is
vital for a well functioning bank, we can show how the risk profile
looks like in the tool and model. Figure 3.3 shows the three risk profiles
incorporated in to the model. The user can pick between a risk seeking,
a risk neutral or a risk averse profile. If the user prefers something in
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► Leverage ratio ≥ 3.0  %
► Common Equity Tier 1 ratio ≥ 4.5  %
► Tier 1 ratio ≥ 6.0  %
► Total Capital ratio ≥ 10.5  %
► LCR ratio ≥ 100.0  %
► NSFR ratio ≥ 100.0  %
► Loan : Deposit ratio ± 110.0  %
► BS modif ication willingness = High

Risk seeking

► Leverage ratio ≥ 3.3  %
► Common Equity Tier 1 ratio ≥ 5.5  %
► Tier 1 ratio ≥ 7.0  %
► Total Capital ratio ≥ 11.5  %
► LCR ratio ≥ 115.0  %
► NSFR ratio ≥ 115.0  %
► Loan : Deposit ratio ± 100.0  %
► BS modif ication willingness = Medium

Risk neutral

► Leverage ratio ≥ 3.6  %
► Common Equity Tier 1 ratio ≥ 6.5  %
► Tier 1 ratio ≥ 8.0  %
► Total Capital ratio ≥ 12.5  %
► LCR ratio ≥ 130.0  %
► NSFR ratio ≥ 130.0  %
► Loan : Deposit ratio ± 90.0  %
► BS modif ication willingness = Low

Risk averse

Figure 3.3: The three incorporated risk profiles in the model

between the default profiles or something totally different, the tool can
be easily modified.

Now what makes these profiles differ in risk tolerance? This can be
explained by looking at the desired performance ratios the bank wants
to maintain.

For the risk seeking profile, the bank has no aversity to risk at all and
therefore only wants to do the absolute necessary what concerns regu-
lations. This means they adopt the Basel III demands, which is legally
required, and nothing more. Besides that, its balance sheet modifica-
tion willingness is high. The bank will have no problems changing its
balance sheet when necessary, since it is not risk averse and therefore
not conservative. Changing your balance sheet brings along certain
risk, but when you seek risk, you do not mind.

When looking at the performance indicators of the risk neutral profile,
we see that the bank trying to live up to this profile, wants to have
some margin over the Basel III constraints. This margin is meant for
absorbing risks in stressful times, which is made possible by the buffer.
The thorough explanation of risk profiles above argues how this ex-
actly works. The BS modification willingness is somewhat lower here,
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and therefore the penalty of modifying your balance sheet in a short
time interval will be higher than when choosing a risk seeking profile.
More on this penalty function in section 4.1.1.

The third profile, the risk averse profile, is the most conservative one.
The buffers over the Basel III constraints are again larger, showing that
the bank wants to focus on achieving and maintaining high and solid
ratios over maximized return. This profile would fit to a bank that
looks at the Basel III implementation period as a survival period. It
wants to remain conservative, hold more capital, hold more short and
long term funding and does not want to become too leveraged. Its bal-
ance sheet modification willingness is the lowest of the three profiles,
meaning the highest penalty function for moving away from each bal-
ance sheet exposure of the three profiles.

3.4 Stochasticity

In order to capture volatility in time, the tool gives the user the possi-
bility to make some parameters stochastic. These parameters are hard
to estimate, since they fluctuate each year. The tool gives the option to
make them normally distributed, attaching a mean and a standard de-
viation to them. Figure 3.4 gives an overview of the parameters of the
model that can be made stochastic, in our case normally distributed.

In the model, the stochasticity of the BS growth/decline parameters
looks as follows:

g(XRetMort)t ∼ N(µa1, σ2
a1) d(XRetMort)t ∼ N(µa2, σ2

a2)
g(XLoansAdv)t ∼ N(µb1, σ2

b1) d(XLoansAdv)t ∼ N(µb2, σ2
b2)

g(XOtherRec)t ∼ N(µc1, σ2
c1) d(XOtherRec)t ∼ N(µc2, σ2

c2)
g(XGovBonds)t ∼ N(µd1, σ2

d1) d(XGovBonds)t ∼ N(µd2, σ2
d2)

g(XCorpBonds)t ∼ N(µe1, σ2
e1) d(XCorpBonds)t ∼ N(µe2, σ2

e2)

g(XDep)t ∼ N(µ f 1, σ2
f 1) d(XDep)t ∼ N(µ f 2, σ2

f 2)

g(XDebtCer)t ∼ N(µg1, σ2
g1) d(XDebtCer)t ∼ N(µg2, σ2

g2)

g(XUnsWF)t ∼ N(µh1, σ2
h1) d(XUnsWF)t ∼ N(µh2, σ2

h2)

The stochasticity of the expected costs and income parameters looks
as follows:
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BS growth/decline

•Expected yearly new mortgages 
and attrition rate

•Expected yearly new lending and 
attrition rate

•Expected yearly new gov/ corp
bonds and attritionrate

•Expected yearly new other
receivables and attrition rate

•Expected yearly new deposit and 
attrition rate

•Expected yearly new debt 
certificare and attrition rate

•Expected yearly  new wholesale 
funding and attrition rate

Expected costs

•Expected interest costs

•Expected fee and commissionscosts

•Expected staff costs

•Expected depreciationand 
ammortisationof fixed assets

•Expected operating expenses

Expected income

•Expected interest income

•Expected fee and commision
income

•Other operating income

Figure 3.4: Stochasticity in the model

mEXP(XDep)t ∼ N(µi, σ2
i ) mINC(XRetMort)t ∼ N(µp, σ2

p)

mEXP(XDebtCer)t ∼ N(µj, σ2
j ) mINC(XLoansAdv)t ∼ N(µq, σ2

q )

mEXP(XUnsWF)t ∼ N(µk, σ2
k ) mINC(XOtherRec)t ∼ N(µr, σ2

r )
FEXP

t ∼ N(µl, σ2
l ) mINC(XGovBonds)t ∼ N(µs, σ2

s )
OEPX

t ∼ N(µm, σ2
m) mINC(XCorpBonds)t ∼ N(µu, σ2

u)
DEXP

t ∼ N(µn, σ2
n) FINC

t ∼ N(µv, σ2
v )

SEPX
t ∼ N(µo, σ2

o ) OINC
t ∼ N(µw, σ2

w)

For a very interesting work on how to incorporate stochasticity in de-
cision making models by Dash and Kajiji [8]. It discusses a stochastic
nonlinear goal program. The model simultaneously treats nonlinear
demand relationships and a complex option hedge to help resolve un-
certainty in a two-stage decision-making environment.

Another interesting work on balance sheet management under uncer-
tainty is the following one [14].
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Assets Liabilities & owner’s equity

���������	
������	

����	����������

Risk Profile (Risk averse, Risk neutral, Risk seeking)

► Deposits

► Debt certificates
► Unsecured wholesale funding

► Owner’s equity

► Cash and cash equivalents

► Retail mortgages

► Loans and advances

► Other receivables

► Governmental bonds

► Corporate bonds

�����������	
����
��

► ������������	


► �������	


► 	��������	
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Figure 3.5: Context of strategic balance sheet management

3.5 Strategic BS management

The model described, implemented in excel using VBA to program the
model to serve the desired goal results in a very interesting tool that
can support management in taking strategic decisions on balance sheet
management. Of course, the output of a model is often as good as the
input, and therefore adequate calibration is a crucial part of the suc-
cessful management of a bank’s balance sheet. The good thing about
the model is that it leaves most of the input and therefore a large part
of the calibration process open. The best party to find the right in-
put is the bank itself. After all, who else knows the strategic goals,
(risk) preferences, assumptions, focus and properties of a bank better
than the bank itself. So when the input and calibration process are
performed in continuous communication with the bank and if enough
data is available to estimate certain parameters, the model will be a
very good representation of the situation of the bank.
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As soon as the input is correct, the most important aspects of the model
are the balance sheet, the risk profile and the Basel III constraints.
These aspects have to be modeled correctly in order to be able to strate-
gically manage a bank’s balance sheet. Figure 3.5 visually shows this
strategic BS management environment, where the stylized balance sheet,
the different risk profiles and the incorporated Basel III ratios are placed
in a context.

Making a good balance sheet management model is one thing, but
thinking of a smart way to optimize the balance sheet and thereby
the model is another very interesting thing. The incorporation of a
smart optimization technique is what converts the model in to a smart
decision support system; a tool that can show the dynamics of a bank’s
metrics. Moreover, it shows what the optimal way is of composing the
bank’s balance sheet, given its strategic goals, (risk) preferences and
other properties. Chapter four will explain more on the optimization
technique and related things.
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Chapter 4

Optimization technique

4.1 Optimization problem

Now that we have described the bank balance sheet model, we will
treat how the optimization part fits in to the model. Earlier in the re-
port we mentioned that the bank balance sheet optimization tool was
built in Excel, making use of VBA (visual basic for applications) to
program the optimization in the right way. We also mentioned that
we make use of Solver and Crystal Ball’s OptQuest.

Excel Solver is an optimization add-in of Excel. It falls under the cat-
egory of what-if analysis. This means that Solver determines what
happens with the outcome of a problem if one parameter is changed.
Within a spreadsheet, solver makes use of three types of cell ranges,
namely:

• Target function range: This is typically one cell in a spreadsheet.
It is usually a function that inputs other values that are found
within the same spreadsheet. These cells fall within the next two
categories. The goal is to maximize, minimize or set equal the
value of this cell.

• Adjustable Cells: These cells must be given an initial value. When
Solver is run, it will change the values of these cells in order to
reach the optimum solution in the target cell.

• Constraint Cells: These are set values that will restrict values that
Solver will use. They can refer to other cells in the spreadsheet.
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OptQuest is an optimization tool that runs with Crystal Ball. As an
add-in to Crystal Ball, OptQuest enhances simulation models by au-
tomatically searching for and finding optimal solutions. At the ba-
sic level, OptQuest selects a value for each decision variable, enters
those values into a spreadsheet, runs a Monte Carlo simulation on the
spreadsheet, records the results, and repeats the process. One could
manually perform this sort of analysis, but as you increase the number
of decision variables, the number of possible variable combinations be-
comes unwieldy.

On a more advanced level, OptQuest does a much better job at find-
ing optimal solutions than is possible with manual calculations. Op-
tQuest surpasses the limitations of genetic algorithm optimizers be-
cause it uses multiple, complimentary search methodologies, includ-
ing advanced tabu search and scatter search, to help find the best
global solutions. To gain more understanding about this way of op-
timizing, we refer the reader to a book that discusses ordinal opti-
mization [11]. This book discusses how ordinal optimization works
and why it is effective. It was an inspiring source for the optimization
choices made throughout the research period of the internship.

Before we go further in to detail on why we use these two tools, what
distinguishes them and how we exactly use them (section 4.2), we will
formulate the optimization problem. Section 4.3 treats the discussion
of constraints choice, since this is a very relevant part of the optimiza-
tion technique. But more on that later, this section presents the opti-
mization problem.

The optimization problem. One could consider the problem as a
linear programming (LP) problem. This would seem the most logi-
cal choice, since we are dealing with an optimization problem where
we want to maximize the return on equity (target function) by chang-
ing the balance sheet composition (decision variables), under Basel III
(constraints). When we look at the model, there are no non-linear com-
ponents in the modeling framework.

But there is one reason why we may not consider the problem as a
LP problem, and that is the incorporation of the earlier mentioned
penalty function. This penalty function influences the optimization
such, that it loses the properties of a LP problem. The penalty func-
tion, that will be discussed in the next section, includes a quadratic
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component, which means the problem becomes a non-linear program-
ming problem. The penalty function puts a cap on the extent to which
each position on the balance sheet may change by applying a penalty
for increasing or decreasing a certain position in a short time interval.
After all, changing your balance sheet is not for free. There are transac-
tion costs involved when lowering the exposure of a certain position,
and the interest margin of a product has to be decreased to attract more
clients and thereby increasing the exposure. Section 4.1.1 shows how
this penalty function looks like. First we will formulate the optimiza-
tion problem. Before we can do that, we need to formalize the return
on equity, since this is the function we want to maximize:

roet =
Retained pro f it in year t

Average capital over year t − 1 and year t
(4.1)

=
RPt

(CCET1t−1
+CAddT1t−1

+CT2t−1+RPt−1)+(CCET1t+CAddT1t+CT2t )

2

As equation 4.1 shows, the return on equity takes the retained profit in
year t over the average amount of owner’s equity of the last two years.
Now we can formulate the optimization problem:
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max roet

s.t. LRt>2012 ≥ 0.03
CET1Rt=2012 ≥ 0.02
CET1Rt=2013 ≥ 0.035
CET1Rt=2014 ≥ 0.04
CET1Rt>2014 ≥ 0.045
T1Rt=2012 ≥ 0.04
T1Rt=2013 ≥ 0.045
T1Rt=2014 ≥ 0.055
T1Rt>2014 ≥ 0.06
TCRt=2012−2015 ≥ 0.08
TCRt=2016 ≥ 0.08625
TCRt=2017 ≥ 0.0925
TCRt>2018 ≥ 0.09875
TCRt>2019 ≥ 0.105 (4.2)
LCRt>2014 ≥ 1
NSFRt>2018 ≥ 1

XMIN
Cash ≥ XCash ≥ XMAX

Cash

XMIN
RetMort ≥ XRetMort ≥ XMAX

RetMort

XMIN
LoansAdv ≥ XLoansAdv ≥ XMAX

LoansAdv

XMIN
OtherRec ≥ XOtherRec ≥ XMAX

OtherRec

XMIN
GovBonds ≥ XGovBonds ≥ XMAX

GovBonds

XMIN
CorpBonds ≥ XCorpBonds ≥ XMAX

CorpBonds

XMIN
Dep ≥ XDep ≥ XMAX

Dep

XMIN
DebtCer ≥ XDebtCer ≥ XMAX

DebtCer

XMIN
UnsWF ≥ XUnsWF ≥ XMAX

UnsWF

XAssetsTotal = XLiabilitiesTotal
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► Loan : Deposit  rat io
► Ext ra safety LCR margin
► Ext ra safety NSFR margin
► Ext ra CET1 amount

► Ext ra Reg. Capital amount

► Retail mortgages
► Loans and advances
► Other receivables
► Governmental bonds

► Corporate bonds
► Deposits
► Debt  cert ificates
► Unsecured wholesale funding

► Expected interest  costs/ income
► Expected fee & commissions 

costs/ income
► Expected staff costs
► Expected depreciat ion and

amort izat ion of fixed assets
► Expected operat ing expenses
► Expected BS growth/ decline

► Leverage rat io
► CET1 rat io
► Tier 1 rat io
► Capital conservat ion buffer

► Liquidit y coverage rat io
► Net  stable funding rat io

Basel III constraints(Possibly) Stochastic variables

Risk profileDecision variables

Max ROE

Figure 4.1: The optimization environment with ROE as the target function

with the decision variables being:
XCash Cash and cash equivalents exposure
XRetMort Retail mortgages exposure
XLoansAdv Loans and advances exposure
XOtherRec Other receivables exposure
XGovBonds government bonds exposure
XCorpBonds Corporate bonds exposure
XDep Cash and cash equivalents exposure
XDebtCer Retail mortgages exposure
XUnsWF Loans and advances exposure

This optimization equation includes the Basel III constraints of not just
year t, but also from the seven following years. One could ask if it
would not be better to only consider the Basel III ratios of year t when
optimizing year t? Section 4.3 discusses this thought experiment.

Figure 4.1 shows the optimization environment belonging to the opti-
mization equation. We see the return on equity as the central compo-
nent that we want to maximize, with the most important components
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around it. Of these surrounding components the decision variables
are the most important ones, since they represent the balance sheet ex-
posures for each position and therefore the composition that we want
to improve. The Basel III constraints is something we can not ignore,
and have to fulfill at each point in time. The risk profile ensures the
risk preferences of the bank, that form a safety buffer over the Basel III
constraints to capture shocks. And last, the (possibly) stochasticity can
be added to certain parameters to capture uncertainty.

4.1.1 Penalty function

An important property of the optimization is the incorporation of a
penalty function. This penalty function was introduced and described
briefly earlier in the report. This section provides a better understand-
ing of this function that tries to keep the optimization from choosing a
balance sheet that is too much different from the starting balance sheet.
By doing this, unrealistically large balance sheet modifications can be
prevented by attaching a higher penalty to a larger balance sheet mod-
ification on a position level.

How can this penalty be explained? Why do you have to apply a
penalty to the modification of a position? To explain this, we will con-
sider two ways of modifying a balance sheet position:

1. Increasing a position: Let us say we want to increase the amount
of retail mortgages exposure. In order to do this, banks need to
make it more attractive for clients to choose their bank. The way
to do this is by making it more lucrative for the client to close a
mortgage with that bank. Banks will have to decrease their inter-
est margin on retail mortgages in order to attract more customers
and thereby increasing the retail mortgages exposure. This inter-
est rate decrease means a lower earning on this BS position. But
if increasing this position is better, a bank is going to want to ex-
pand on their retail mortgages exposure, even if it brings along
a small decrease in interest income. This example shows that it
is not for free to increase a balance sheet position in a short time
interval.

2. Decreasing a position: Now let us consider the situation where
it would be better to decrease the exposure of a certain position.
Let us take corporate loans as an example. If it seems better to
lower on this position, a bank will have to pay transaction costs
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to achieve this in a short time interval. The corporates receiving
their loans will not be willing to participate for free after all.

These two examples explain why the penalty function is a logical rep-
resentation of dealing with balance sheet modification. The tool con-
tains such a penalty function. This means that the tool tries to find an
optimal balance sheet that has a higher return on equity, fulfills all the
risk preferences and strategic goals of the bank, and is compliant to
all Basel III constraints throughout the whole implementation period,
without having to modify the balance sheet too much.

The penalty function makes it that the optimization problem is not
a linear programming problem, but a non-linear one. Leaving the
penalty function out would cause the optimization to suggest a bal-
ance sheet that is very different from the starting one, creating an ab-
solutely unrealistic balance sheet composition meaning that the bank
would have to make enormous transaction costs and interest rate losses
to come to this ’optimal balance sheet’. It is logical to see that this
would be a bad strategy since the costs the bank would need to make
to modify the balance sheet so much, would take away the win that
could be made with a smarter balance sheet composition.

The penalty function in the tool can be found in appendix 6.2. As the
appendix shows, the penalty applied depends on four variables:

• Base exposure: The current exposure of a certain position.
• Actual (optimal) exposure: The exposure that the optimization

finds for a certain position.
• Margin: The current interest margin of the position.
• Risk appetite: The willingness to move away from the current

balance sheet composition.

These four variables determine the penalty. After all, the difference
between the actual exposure and the base exposure is the amount of
modification you apply on a certain position. The interest rate margin
is used to make a position more attractive and the risk appetite defines
how willing the bank is to move away from its current exposure per
position.

To be more specific; in the case of moving upwards from a certain po-
sition, the penalty is the decrease in interest income. The severity of
the penalty is determined by the ’actual optimal exposure’, the optimal
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exposure for a certain position. This property causes the optimization
function not to be linear anymore. In the case of moving downwards
from a certain position, the penalty function is the transaction fee that
needs to be paid to be able to lower the exposure of that certain posi-
tion.

4.2 Solver vs OptQuest

At the beginning of this chapter, Solver and OptQuest were discussed
briefly. This section compares the techniques and shows why combin-
ing them in a smart way, enables one to find an optimal way of seeking
for the best balance sheet composure given all your preferences, prop-
erties and constraints.

Optimization Under Uncertainty. OptQuest is a global optimization
software tool that works with Crystal Ball models to find an optimal
choice for a given decision. If you want to minimize costs or maxi-
mize profits, OptQuest can assist in making the best decisions despite
conditions of uncertainty.

Excel Solver uses classical linear programming and nonlinear program-
ming methods designed for problems where every locally optimal so-
lution is also globally optimal. In contrast, OptQuest uses a combina-
tion of meta heuristic procedures from methods such as Tabu Search,
Neural Networks, and Scatter Search. All of these methods are effec-
tive for models that Excel Solver can solve, as well as for models with
local solutions that are not globally optimal, which is usually true in
the real world.

Figure 4.2a shows how Solver seeks for an optimal balance sheet. The
horizontal axis gives a random draw from different type of balance
sheet compositions (a sample space). The vertical axis shows the cor-
responding return on equity. The red dot shows the current balance
sheet composition (composition 43) with a return on equity of about
7%. This is a simplified two dimensional optimization problem, since
displaying a nine-dimensional one as in our problem would not be
possible. What Solver does, is finding the best local optimum (best lo-
cal balance sheet). It is a good but not good-enough solution. Using
Solver to simulate multiple starting BS compositions is too exhaustive.
Omitting this gives a poor local optimum.
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(a) Optimizing with solver only
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(b) Optimizing with OptQuest only
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(c) Optimizing using both Solver and OptQuest

Figure 4.2: The two used optimization techniques in the model
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Figure 4.2b shows what OptQuest does to find the best balance sheet
composition. The black dots are possible starting balance sheets that
fulfill all Basel constraints. The horizontal and vertical axis represent
the same unit as in the figure above it. OptQuest has three advantages
over the Excel Solver:

• OptQuest thoroughly searches the sample space in an environ-
ment of uncertainty.

• OptQuest will not get trapped in local optimal solutions.
• OptQuest can handle complex nonlinear relationships.

The disadvantage is that OptQuest does not actually looks for the op-
timum. It searches a great part of the sample space and every time it
finds a better solution (read better balance sheet composition) it saves
this one over the last best solution. In our tool, we take 1000 drawings
from the sample space. So OptQuest simulates multiple starting BS
compositions and thereby reduces the complexity tremendously and
gives a global but sub-optimal solution.

So what we want to do is combine both techniques; first we use Op-
tQuest to search a great enough number of possible balance sheets
compositions that are not too far away from our starting balance sheet.
The penalty function would make a too far away balance sheet com-
position too expensive and therefore not optimal anyway. For all of
these possible starting balance sheets (samples) it checks whether it
fulfills all Basel constraints and whether the corresponding return on
equity is higher than the last best solution. After we found the best
of the 1000 balance sheet compositions, we take the best solution and
run Solver to pull the solution op to the global best solution with the
highest return on equity. Therefore using OptQuest first and Solver
afterwards combines best of both worlds in order to find the best pos-
sible composition for the balance sheet. Figure 4.2c shows how this
looks like.

4.3 Choice of constraints

In our optimization function (4.2) we see that the Basel constraints of
each of the years from 2012 to 2019 are used. An interesting thought
could be whether it would be better to choose the Basel III constraints
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Balance sheet date 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Basel III Event LCR NSFR

(in € million)
ASSETS

Cash & cash equivalents 3,877 4,917 7,550 23,248 26,682 33,692 51,005
Retail mortgages 116,000 142,240 152,188 134,968 142,523 147,547 142,446
Loans and advances 18,099 14,888 12,239 10,395 9,065 7,865 3,579
Other receivables 6,710 5,787 4,135 3,626 2,654 2,316 2,325
Government bonds 32,323 11,424 2,130 20,489 21,318 15,733 26,764
Corporate bonds 7,380 4,209 2,249 5,012 7,231 6,153 10,135

LIABILITIES AND OWNERS EQ.
Deposits 84,963 71,955 74,347 7,916 81,755 82,802 89,431
Debt certificates 54,002 73,875 79,782 88,408 97,241 104,163 117,534
Unsecured WF 28,924 30,072 28,340 22,884 21,390 16,634 16,898
Owners equity 7,565 8,023 8,529 9,089 9,707 10,390 11,291

ROE (%) 14,72 15,82 16,63 7,30 10,32 9,59 5,88

Table 4.1: Thought experiment on constraints choice

of only year t instead of for the whole phase-in period when optimiz-
ing the balance sheet of year t. It would be nice to check this.

Table 4.1 shows seven optimized stylized balance sheets that were op-
timized (maximizing ROE) under the Basel III constraints of only the
corresponding year. So first the 2012 BS was optimized under the 2012
BIII constraints, then the expected growth was applied on that BS to
come to the expected 2012 BS, which we then optimized over only the
2012 BIII constraints. We iterated this process till 2018 and the result is
shown in the table. It also contains the corresponding ROE values for
each year.

We observe that we have a nice increase in ROE the first three years,
until suddenly in 2015 the LCR comes into play. Since we did not take
the future BIII constraints in to account, we suddenly have to recom-
pose our balance sheet so drastically, the associated transaction costs
are so high that the ROE becomes less than half the ROE of 2014. The
bold exposures show that in 2015, we need to triple our cash position,
and ten times increase our government bonds position to be able to be
LCR and thereby BIII compliant in 2015.
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Figure 4.3: ROE development with yearly BIII constraints

The same happens in 2018, where we suddenly have to cope with the
NSFR, forcing us to increase our liquid balance sheet position such,
that again our ROE drops significantly.

This shows that we can not close our eyes but need to take the future
BIII in to account right now, in order to be able to start building extra
liquid capital with more speed to be able to have enough liquid capital
to be LCR and NFSR compliant in respectively 2015 and 2018. If we
do not do this we will walk against a wall that is too expensive to
overcome within just one year for this method to be a good alternative.
Figure 4.3 confirms this. It shows the development of the ROEthough
time, with large declines in 2015 and 2018.
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Chapter 5

Results

This section discusses the results of the research. It shows what kind of
interesting facts can be obtained by using the balance sheet optimiza-
tion tool in the right way. The whole way of modeling and optimizing
the research problem of course is already ´a result´ on its own, since
it is the way we have tackled the problem. Therefore the tool that has
been developed during the research is the most interesting result of
the internship. Nevertheless it is definitely interesting to show some
nice results that have been generated by the use of the tool.

To be able to produce results, it is necessary to choose default values
for the parameters in the model. Therefore we will start with with
showing which default values we will use. See appendix A.4.

The appendix might be overwhelming, but we provide it for the sake
of reproduction concerns. When using these default values, we can
see how much the tool can improve the current situation of the default
bank. By improving we mean, achieving a higher return on equity,
meeting all Basel III constraints throughout the whole BIII phase-in
period, and simultaneously making sure the strategic goals of the bank
are also secured.

5.1 Base versus optimal balance sheet

The main question answered in this section is: how does the optimized
balance sheet looks like, compared to the starting balance sheet, and
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Figure 5.1: Optimal versus starring balance sheet

in what way has it improved. Of course, as described in chapter 4,
feasibility is a very important property the outcome of the tool needs
to include. The penalty function section (4.1.1) sees this feasibility is
achieved. Figure 5.1 is a bar graph that shows how much the optimal
balanced sheet, found by the tool, differs from the starting balance
sheet. We use the default parameter values defined in appendix A.4.
The risk profile used here is ’risk seeking’.

We see that the optimal balance sheet composition is close to the start-
ing balance sheet composition. This means the optimal balance sheet
does not differ too much from the starting one, but seems to be bet-
ter. Now what does ’better’ mean? Let us look at some performance
metrics to answer that question (table 5.1 and table 5.2). We see that
the optimal balance sheet brings along a return on equity that is more
than 3,5 % higher. Besides that, the starting balance sheet was not
fully compliant to Basel III, while the optimal one is. And all of this is
achieved by some small modifications of the balance sheet positions.
So why would one not want a better performing bank with a higher
return on equity and BIII compliancy, when all that needs to happen is
a bit modification? A very interesting result.
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Balance sheet composition Return on equity Basel III compliant

Starting balance sheet 13.69 % No

Optimal balance sheet 17.27 % Yes

Table 5.1: Performance of starting and optimal BS

Basel III ratio 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

STARTING BS
LRt 2.65% 2.87% 3.02% 3.25% 3.51% 3.82% 4.11%
CET1Rt 5.17% 5.92% 6.45% 7.01% 7.66% 7.94% 8.20%
T1Rt 7.38% 7.65% 7.96% 8.32% 8.76% 9.02% 9.55%
TCRt 7.58% 8.21% 8.86% 9.31% 9.57% 9.85% 10.24%
LCRt 82.26% 91.27% 89.26% 95.62% 97.94% 103.72% 101.27%
NSFR 88.18% 93.35% 90.65% 96.17% 99.26% 108.36% 105.35%

OPTIMAL BS
LRt 2.68% 3.00% 3.27% 3.55% 3.77% 3.95% 4.15%
CET1Rt 3.89% 5.01% 5.96% 6.94% 7.75% 8.40% 9.19%
T1Rt 6.92% 7.80% 8.51% 9.27% 9.89% 10.35% 10.98%
TCRt 9.11% 9.811% 10.34% 10.95% 11.43% 11.76% 12.28%
LCRt 95.35% 102.42% 99.47% 100.10% 106.12% 100.00% 108.26%
NSFR 114.25% 116.11% 115.25% 118.28% 121.27% 120.25% 122.26%

Table 5.2: Basel III ratios comparison

5.2 How to find the optimal BS

Of course, the main result of the research is not a single return on eq-
uity improvement percentage. It is more than that. The most difficult
thing in the research is the development of a steady and robust model
that incorporates all relevant parameters, risk preferences and strate-
gic goals of a bank, and provides the user the possibility to produce
an optimal way of working towards Basel III. The central component
of course is the balance sheet, which forms the kernel of the capital
base of the bank, and shows where the money goes and where the
money comes from. Modifications on the balance sheet influence the
performance of the whole bank, and therefore it is crucial that the bank
knows it can build their decisions on secure quantitative models and
tools.

The tool built throughout the research therefore hopefully will prove
to become an important part of the balance sheet management period
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towards and throughout Basel III. It is therefore a result itself. This
section contains a short overview of the most important elements of
the modeling and the tool that made it possible to come to this result:

• Penalty function: A function that assures that the outcome of the
tool is a balance sheet composition a bank can achieve in a realis-
tic way. It is a vital component of the optimization, described in
section 4.1.1.

• Customizability: If the tool would not be customizable, it would
mean that it would be calibrated for one specific situation, and
therefore hard to adjust to a different one. This means it could
only be used for one specific bank. Since almost all components
of the model are built in such a way that it is very easy for the
user to change them, the tool can be calibrated to different banks,
and can therefore be used in a wider context. A disadvantage is
that it might be less specific on some detail-level parts, but there
is always room for working out further details such as the incor-
poration of an IRB RWA calculation approach in stead of a SA.
Section 3.1.3 discussed this.

• Optimization technique: A big part of the research was devoted
to the quest for the best possible way to optimize the balance sheet
composition. The outcome of it was that the best possible way is
to use a combination of Solver and Crystal Ball’s OptQuest. This
ordinal way of optimization as worked out in [11] seems to be
the best way of dealing with this nine-dimensional optimization
problem. Section 4.2 described this problem.

• Constraint choice: The thought experiment worked out in section
4.3 shows how one should deal with the choice of the constraints.
It is the result of an analysis in which different ways of choosing
constraints were compared in order to find the most optimal, effi-
cient and feasible way of doing this. It is a very important part of
the balance sheet modeling solution this report presents.

5.3 Sensitivity analysis

It is also interesting to perform some sensitivity analysis on the bal-
ance sheet, in order to gain more understanding in the dynamics of
the different positions. Besides that it shows what positions have most
influence on what metrics. In this section, we will look at the influ-
ence of each balance sheet on the return on equity, the most important
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Figure 5.2: Sensitivity analysis on return on equity

metric in the research of this thesis. Figure 5.2 shows this sensitivity
analysis.

We see to what extent the modification of one balance sheet position,
caeterus paribus1, influences the profitability metric of the bank. Be-
sides giving insight in to the composition of the balance sheet and
the exposure weights, it shows how much can be achieved by play-
ing around with one position. What needs to be mentioned of course
is that it is not free to change your balance sheet a lot in a short time
interval. This means that the actual return on equity would be lower
than in the figure, since the costs of modification (penalty function) is
not included in this graph. Nevertheless it is a very useful graph.

1Caeteris paribus is a Latin phrase, literally translated as "with other things the same," or "all other
things being equal or held constant."
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Risk profile Return on equity Basel III compliant

Risk seeking bank 17.27 % Yes

Risk neutral bank 15.81 % Yes

Risk averse bank 14.05 % Yes

Table 5.3: Impact of risk profile modification

5.4 Impact of risk profile modification

Another interesting thing is to see what the impact would be when
the bank would change its risk profile. For example, consider a risk-
seeking bank that does not mind incorporating risk in their strategy
and actions. Given the heavier regulations coming up, this bank might
want to consider whether it could be smart or even necessary to take
a somewhat more conservative attitude in its operations. This would
mean that the bank would redefine its profile to become more risk neu-
tral or even risk averse. But before a bank would undertake such an ac-
tion, it would be interested in seeing how much profitability it would
hand in to be more safe.

This section shows what happens to the profitability metric when the
default bank we consider would choose a different risk profile. The
outcome of this tells us how costly it is to apply a higher level of con-
servatism. We will use the default risk profiles that are defined in the
model, as in figure 3.3. The impact on the return on equity is shown in
table 5.3.

We see that taking a more conservative stand, by pursuing a more risk
averse profile in order to be better prepared for unforeseen events,
does not hurt the profitability of the bank too much. This means that
it might be interesting for a bank to consider this strategy. It is defi-
nitely not a bad idea given the current view on the economy of a lot
of banks: "At this moment, surviving is higher on the agenda than
making as much profit as possible."

5.5 Scenarios

This section discusses a small number of scenarios that are incorpo-
rated in the tool. The scenarios are interesting to see what kind of
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Situation Performance metric

LRt CET1Rt T1Rt TCRt LCRt NSFR roet
d(XDep)t = 2.5%, t = 2016 (default) 3.77% 7.75% 9.89% 11.43% 106.12% 121.27% 15.06%
d(XDep)t = 10.0%, t = 2016 3.80% 7.59% 9.75% 11.30% 70.79% 113.15% 12.44%
d(XDep)t = 15.0%, t = 2016 3.82% 7.45% 9.63% 11.20% 45.79% 110.09% 10.50%
d(XDep)t = 20.0%, t = 2016 3.84% 7.34% 9.54% 11.13% 24.76% 106.60% 8.56%

Table 5.4: Influence of a bank run scenario

performance metrics are affected most by what type of scenario. Be-
sides that it is interesting to see how much return it costs to optimize
under a few stress scenarios. The scenarios incorporated in the tool are
a bank run scenario, a credit downgrade scenario and an unexpected
large loss scenario. This section describes these three scenarios and
their impact, and concludes with showing how costly it is to incorpo-
rate them in to the optimization.

Bank run. Let us first consider a bank run scenario. Suppose that at
some point in time, the deposit attrition rate d(XDep)t goes up. What
is the impact of this on the optimized balance sheet? We take 2016 for
t. We consider three levels of attrition. The results are shown in table
5.4. We only consider the year 2016, since we chose that date as the
year where the extreme event happens.

We see that a bank run scenario has the highest impact on the return
on equity and the LCR ratio. The other performance metrics remain
quite stable.

Credit downgrade. Now let us consider a credit downgrade scenario.
This means that at some point in time, the RWA of government bonds
RWAt(XGovBonds) will increase significantly. What is the impact of this
on the optimized balance sheet? We take 2014 for t this time. Table 5.5
shows the result of running this scenario on the optimal balance sheet
in three levels of severity.

We see that this scenario mostly affects the capital ratios. The other
ratios remain quite stable.
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Situation Performance metric

LRt CET1Rt T1Rt TCRt LCRt NSFR roet
RWAt(XGovBonds) = 17.3%, t = 2014 (default) 3.27% 5.96% 8.51% 10.34% 99.47% 126.00% 16.51%
RWAt(XGovBonds) = 45.0%, t = 2014 3.27% 5.60% 7.99% 9.71% 99.47% 126.00% 16.51%
RWAt(XGovBonds) = 75.0%, t = 2014 3.27% 5.25% 7.50% 9.11% 99.47% 126.00% 16.51%
RWAt(XGovBonds) = 100.0%, t = 2014 3.27% 5.00% 7.13% 8.67% 99.47% 126.00% 16.51%

Table 5.5: Influence of a credit rating downgrade scenario

Situation Performance metric

LRt CET1Rt T1Rt TCRt LCRt NSFR roet
No unexpected large loss, t = 2017 (default) 3.94% 8.39% 10.34% 11.75% 102.77% 127.40% 13.64%
Unexpected large loss of 0.6 Bn, t = 2017 3.89% 8.26% 10.21% 11.61% 102.21% 127.32% 12.32%
Unexpected large loss of 1.2 Bn, t = 2017 3.84% 8.12% 10.07% 11.48% 101.65% 127.25% 10.99%
Unexpected large loss of 1.8 Bn, t = 2017 3.79% 7.98% 9.94% 11.34% 101.09% 127.17% 9.66%

Table 5.6: Influence of an unexpected large loss scenario

Type of optimization Return on equity Basel III compliant

Optimizing without scenarios 17.27 % Yes

Optimizing with scenarios 13.82 % Yes

Table 5.7: Impact on ROE when incorporating stress in optimization

Unexpected large loss. The third and last scenario is called the un-
expected large loss scenario. At some point in time, the bank will ex-
perience a large unexpected loss. What is the impact of this on the
optimized balance sheet? This time, we take 2017 for t. The results are
shown in table 5.6.

When we look at the effect of this scenario on the performance of the
bank, we see that the return of equity is most effected, while the other
metrics are only slightly effected.

Optimizing with stress. One more interesting question regarding
scenarios is: how much return on equity loss do we have to accept
when we want to incorporate these three scenarios in the optimiza-
tion? Table 5.7 answers this question.

We see that we would have to hand in almost 3.5% return on equity
when we want to optimize with the above stress scenarios. This is
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not a small percentage. Therefore the bank has to decide what is most
important for the bank. The severity of the incorporated scenarios is
at its maximum in this case. So if we choose less severe levels for some
or all scenarios the return on equity loss will be higher, but the level of
severity we keep in to account is lower then. This result gives a good
view on the dynamics of optimizing with or without stress.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This report started with a description of the main research question.
Throughout the report, the model that was necessary to answer this
research question was worked out thoroughly. The assumptions and
hurdles were addressed, and eventually the results were presented.
In order to summarize the most important results and related conclu-
sions, this chapter is incorporated.

6.1 The optimal balance sheet

Many thoughts have passed throughout the internship period on how
the difficult task of strategic balance sheet management under Basel III
could best be tackled with as goal to find an optimal balance sheet. Of
course, this optimal balance sheet has to fit in the strategy framework
and risk preferences of the bank as well. Some important findings
that were made when building this model are summarized here. Also
important components of the model and tool are highlighted.

Modeling. In order to find the optimal balance sheet, there are many
things to take in to account when modeling and tackling this problem.
Chapter three showed how this difficult problem can be formalized,
and discussed the software needed to support the modeling frame-
work. It also described why it is very important that in order to make a
tool that is interesting for banks, a large number of parameters should
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be made customizable. This is a vital thing in order to be able to assure
the tool can be practically interesting.

Besides the fact that a customizable model is of much higher practical
value than one that is only made for a specific situation, defining and
incorporating a smart risk-profile is also extremely important. When
this would be ignored, the risk preferences of a bank would not be
captures and the optimization would not find a balance sheet that fits
to the risk averseness of the bank. Also the possibility to add stochas-
ticity to the model is a useful feature that allows the user of the tool to
capture volatility and uncertainty in time.

Optimization. With regard to the optimization, we showed that the
use of Solver and OptQuest in the right way is the best way to find
an optimal balance sheet under Basel III. Since we are dealing with a
nine-dimensional optimization problem we have a quite complex and
large sample space. Therefore we showed that the use of ordinal op-
timization is a smart and efficient way to tackle this complexity and
come to a much better balance sheet.

Another very important thing is the use of a penalty function that pre-
vents the tool from finding an optimal balance sheet that is unfeasible
to achieve. Transaction costs would simply be too high for a bank.
The penalty function therefore makes the use of the modeling frame-
work and tool (that follow from the research) will provide banks with
a realistic solution for the difficult task of strategic balance sheet man-
agement under Basel III.

A third thing we can conclude about the optimization, is that the best
way to choose the constraints is by fitting them in a time-line. By do-
ing this, one can prevent enormous transaction costs in the future that
would be necessary to achieve the required LCR and NFSR in respec-
tively 2015 and 2018. Closing your eyes till then and only doing what
is optimal at current would mean that a bank would run into a wall
that is too high to overcome. By optimizing over the Basel III con-
straints of all coming years therefore is the best way to deal with the
difficult regulations that are coming up.

Performance. We have shown that when using the described way of
modeling, a very interesting balance sheet optimization tool can re-
sult. When we used the tool on a default bank with parameters as in
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appendix A.4, we can improve the profitability of a bank quite a lot,
without the need of modifying the balance sheet unrealistically much.
In our example, the return on equity grew from 13.69 percent to 17.27
percent. Besides this profitability improvement, the tool took care of
the risk preferences and strategy of the bank, and made sure that with
the given optimal strategy and expected balance sheet growth, the
bank will be sure of being Basel III compliant during the whole phase-
in period. Therefore the tool can form a part in the answer to banks
that are not sure how to react on Basel III yet.

We also showed that a bank does not have to hand in too much prof-
itability when applying a higher level of conservatism. Risk profile
modification could therefore be an interesting way of strategic balance
sheet management.

The scenario analysis discussed showed us what performance metrics
are most affected by what kind of scenario. We showed that:

• A ’Bank run scenario’ affects the LCR and the return on equity of
the bank most.

• A ’Credit rating downgade’ affects the capital adequacy of the
bank most.

• An ’Unexpected large loss scenario’ affects the profitability of the
bank most.

Besides this, we showed that it would cost about 3.5 percent when one
would optimize a bank with incorporated stress scenarios. Whether
this is a big sacrifice or not depends on what is most important for a
bank. But it is definitely a way to apply a higher level of conservatism
when a bank seeks a more risk averse profile.

6.2 Further research

As with all kinds of research, a research problem is always restricted.
This is a good thing, in order to prevent that it would lose its focus. It
also means that there is room for other problems and questions in the
same field, which gives the opportunity for further work.

The same is the case with the research performed during the intern-
ship period worked out in this report. A complex problem has been
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partially tackled by this thesis, nevertheless a lot of components of
the problem can be worked out more in to depth, in order to come
to an even more precise modeling and optimization framework. The
feedback by banks where the balance sheet optimization tool that was
designed as a result of the research, gave a lot of insight in what ques-
tions are answered and what questions not. Also some questions arose
after the demonstration of the tool.

One thing that could be done is the incorporation of an IRB approach
for calculating the RWA, instead of a SA as the current model contains.
This would make the calculation of the RWA and thereby the capital
ratios more accurate.

As regards the balance sheet; the model contains a stylized balance
sheet. This has a big advantage, namely that the problem remains clear
and possible to model. The advantage is that actual balance sheets
are not stylized but more specified. Therefore a possible extension of
the model would be to replace the stylized balance sheet by a much
more specified larger balance sheet. This also has a big disadvantage
though. The optimization would become much more-dimensional and
therefore very complex. The current tool already takes about twenty
minutes to optimize the nine-dimensional problem with 1000 draws
from the sample space, so it is not hard to understand that the exten-
sion of the balance sheet would increase this complexity a lot.

Another thing concerns the stochasticity in the model. In the current
model, the user of the tool has the opportunity to optimize over a
stochastic path of the parameters indicated in section 3.4, instead of
keeping them deterministic. The advantage of this is that the devel-
opment of the volatility of these parameters in time is captured bet-
ter than in a deterministic context. The disadvantage though is that
the stochastic path used in the optimization is only one possible path,
drawn from a large sample space. It would be very interesting to use
stochastic optimization here. This would mean that one would have
to run much more optimizations over different stochastic parameter
paths. It would increase the complexity of the problem tremendously,
but it would provide a more accurate outcome.

With regard to the scenarios; it would be interesting to dig deeper into
this component of the framework. One way to do this is working out
the current scenarios more specifically. Also the addition of new sce-
narios would be a nice enhancement.
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Appendix

A.1

The stock of highly liquid assets exists of two type of assets. Basel III
defines them as level 1 and level 2 assets, of which level 1 assets are
more liquid and therefore stronger.

Both type of assets exist of different types of liquid assets, cash and
bonds. To what extent they can be seen as highly liquid assets is deter-
mined by a percentage that is attached to each type of asset group that
falls under the stock of highly liquid assets.

Stock of high quality liquid assets

Asset Factor

LEVEL 1 ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 100%
Sovereign debt with 0% risk-weight (AAA & A) 100%

LEVEL 2 ASSETS
Sovereign debt with 20% risk-weight (A) 85%
Qualifying corporate bonds rated AA- or higher 85%

The net cash outflows over a 30 day period is the sum of the total cash
outflows minus the sum of the total cash inflows. Also here, there is a
percentage attached to each type of outflow as defined by Basel III, in
order to fine tune the LCR.
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Cash outflows

Asset Factor

RETAIL DEPOSITS
Stable deposits 5%
Less stable deposits 10%

UNSECURED WHOLESALE FUNDING
Stable small business customers 5%
Less stable small business customers 10%
Small corporate wholesale 100%
Large corporate wholesale 100%
Financial institutions 100%

OTHER OUTFLOWS
Debt certificate 100%

Cash inflows

Asset Factor

RETAIL RECEIVABLES
Mortgages receivable from retail counterparties 5%
Loans receivable from retail counterparties 10%

NON-RETAIL RECEIVABLES
Amounts receivable from non-financial wholesale 5%
Amounts receivable from financial institutions 10%
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A.2

Available stable funding

Asset Factor
Cash and cash equivalents 5%
Guaranteed sovereign debt with 0% risk weight 5%
Corporate bonds (AA or higher & >=1 year) 20%
Non-financial corp. bonds (A & >= 1 year) 50%
Non-financial corp. Counterparties loans (< 1 year) 50%
(Mortgage) loans to retail customers (>= 1 year) 65%
Other loans to retail and small businesses (< 1 year) 85%
All other assets 100%

Required stable funding

Liability & equity Factor
Tier 1 100%
Liabilities with effective maturity (> 1 year) 100%
Stable retail&small customer deposits (< 1 year) 90%
Less stable retail&small customer deposits (< 1 year) 80%
Wholesale funding by non-financial firms (< 1 year) 50%
All other liabilities 0%
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A.3

The penalty function for increasing a certain balance sheet position
looks as follows:

Function penalty ( base , ac tual , margin , r i s k P r e f )
Dim f a c t o r As Double
I f r i s k P r e f = 1 Then

f a c t o r = 0 . 0 5
E l s e I f r i s k P r e f = 2 Then

f a c t o r = 0 .125
E l s e I f r i s k P r e f = 3 Then

f a c t o r = 0 . 2
End I f
I f a c t u a l >= 1 . 2 * base Then

penalty = Abs ( ( ( a c t u a l − 1 . 2 * base ) ) / ( 0 . 5
* base ) ) * ( f a c t o r * margin )

Else
penalty = 0

End I f
End Function

The penalty function for decreasing a certain balance sheet position
looks as follows:

Function penalty2 ( base , ac tual , margin , r i s k P r e f )
Dim f a c t o r As Double
I f r i s k P r e f = 1 Then

f a c t o r = 0 . 1
E l s e I f r i s k P r e f = 2 Then

f a c t o r = 0 .175
E l s e I f r i s k P r e f = 3 Then

f a c t o r = 0 . 2 5
End I f

I f a c t u a l <= 0 . 8 * base Then
penalty2 = Abs ( ( ( a c t u a l − 0 . 8 * base ) ) / ( 0 . 5

* base ) ) * ( f a c t o r * margin )
Else

penalty2 = 0
End I f

End Function
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A.4

Default parameter values:

XCash = 3.0 Bn XMIN
Cash = 2.0 Bn

XRetMort = 110.0 Bn XMIN
RetMort = 80.0 Bn

XLoansAdv = 30.0 Bn XMIN
LoansAdv = 15.0 Bn

XOtherRec = 10.0 Bn XMIN
OtherRec = 5.0 Bn

XGovBonds = 35.0 Bn XMIN
GovBonds = 20.0 Bn

XCorpBonds = 14.5 Bn XMIN
CorpBonds = 5.0 Bn

XDep = 115.0 Bn XMIN
Dep = 80.0 Bn

XDebtCer = 45.0 Bn XMIN
DebtCer = 20.0 Bn

XUnsWF = 35.0 Bn XMIN
UnsWF = 15.0 Bn

XMAX
Cash = 5.0 Bn XMAX

Dep = 150.0 Bn
XMAX

RetMort = 150.0 Bn XMAX
DebtCer = 65.0 Bn

XMAX
LoansAdv = 45.0 Bn XMAX

UnsWF = 50.0 Bn
XMAX

OtherRec = 18.0 Bn
XMAX

GovBonds = 50.0 Bn XAssetsTotal = 202.5 Bn
XMAX

CorpBonds = 25.0 Bn XLiabilitiesTotal = 202.5 Bn

CCET12012 = 3.2 Bn δt = 55%
CAddT12012 = 2.5 Bn ϑt = 45%
CT22012 = 1.8 Bn τt = 30%

ι(XRetMort) = 2% κ(XGovBonds) = 10%
ι(XLoansAdv) = 3% κ(XCorpBonds) = 15%
ι(XOtherRec) = 2%

g(CAddT1) = 6.0% d(CAddT1) = 4.5%
g(CT2) = 6.0% d(CT2) = 4.5%

ς = 25% Tt = 2012
υ = 75%

RWAt(XCash) = 0.0% RWAt(XOtherRec) = 85.0%
RWAt(XRetMort) = 35.0% RWAt(XGovBonds) = 17.3%
RWAt(XLoansAdv) = 65.0% RWAt(XCorpBonds) = 45.6%
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g(XRetMort)t = N(0.200, 0.011)
g(XLoansAdv)t = N(0.180, 0.01)
g(XOtherRec)t = N(0.100, 0.007)
g(XGovBonds)t = N(0.155, 0.009)
g(XCorpBonds)t = N(0.160, 0.009)

d(XRetMort)t = N(0.065, 0.004)
d(XLoansAdv)t = N(0.055, 0.004)
d(XOtherRec)t = N(0.06, 0.006)
d(XGovBonds)t = N(0.070, 0.006)
d(XCorpBonds)t = N(0.040, 0.002)

g(XDep)t = N(0.120, 0.005)
g(XDebtCer)t = N(0.190, 0.011)
g(XUnsWF)t = N(0.180, 0.012)

d(XDep)t = N(0.025, 0.002)
d(XDebtCer)t = N(0.05, 0.004)
d(XUnsWF)t = N(0.090, 0.006)

mEXP(XDep)t = N(0.029, 0.000)
mEXP(XDebtCer)t = N(0.025, 0.000)
mEXP(XUnsWF)t = N(0.027, 0.000)
FEXP

t = N(250, 25)
OEPX

t = N(400, 40)
DEXP

t = N(200, 20)
SEPX

t = N(100, 10)

mINC(XRetMort)t = N(0.052, 0.000)
mINC(XLoansAdv)t = N(0.042, 0.000)
mINC(XOtherRec)t = N(0.038, 0.000)
mINC(XGovBonds)t = N(0.031, 0.000)
mINC(XCorpBonds)t = N(0.036, 0.000)
FINC

t = N(830, 83)
OINC

t = N(450, 45)
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